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ABSTRACT

The mechanism of the intraseasonal oscillation in the South Asian summer

monsoon region (ISO) is examined with a zonally averaged, atmospheric model (2D

model), a three dimensional, atmospheric intermediate model (3D model).

In both models an ocean mixed layer model is added to examine the influence of air-sea

interactions on the characteristics of the ISO.

Without the ocean mixed layer, an interaction between the baroclinic and

barotropic modes of atmosphere can produce the ISO in both 2D and 3D models. The

propagation of precipitation is caused by the phase relationship between convection and

the barotropic divergence in the atmosphere. Most importantly, in the northern

hemisphere, the vertical advection of July-mean easterly wind shear in regions of

convection induces barotropic divergence (convergence) to the north (south) of

convection. The resulting moisture convergence in the boundary layer induces the

northward propagation of precipitation.

The initiation of convection is also produced by the barotropic divergence in the

atmosphere. Especially, the strong July-mean vertical motion at IDS causes convergence

in the boundary layer between IDS and the equator. The baroclinic mode, on the other

hand, acts to enhance existing convection.

The differences between the ISO simulated by the 2D model and 3D models are

caused by the zonal variation of winds, and atmospheric waves in the 3D model. The

zonal divergence of barotropic winds enhances the westward propagation of convection
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along I8N, and the barotropic mode of zonal advection drives the continuous northward

movement of convection across the equator. The continuous northward propagation

across the equator is also enhanced by the atmospheric waves, since the Rossby wave

response to the heating source in both hemispheres creates a divergence in the baroclinic

mode near the equator.

The inclusion of air-sea interactions in the 2D and 3D models improves the

continuity in the northward propagation of convection. The meridional variation of SST

enhances the boundary layer moisture convergence in front of the convection, thereby

facilitating the northward propagation of convection. In addition, the SST gradient

induced by the dipole type of Rossby-wave-like convection in the Indian ocean may

increase the development of convection near the equator.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The 40-50 day oscillation was first discovered by Madden and Julian (1971), who

were using spectrum analysis to describe tropospheric, synoptic-scale feature in the

tropics. In those days, spectra analysis was widely used to obtain information on waves

in the stratosphere. The detection of waves in the stratosphere motivated researchers to

use same spectrum analysis to investigate waves in the troposphere.

Madden and Julian computed spectra and cross spectra of surface pressure, zonal

winds, and temperatures from the Canton rawinsondes, and found out that these variables

had relative maxima at the periods between 41 and 53 days. They also noticed the large

coherence between surface pressure, zonal winds, and temperatures at various levels over

this period. In addition, this 40-50 day period of the spectra peaks and maxima in

coherence were also observed between stations, and the coherence between the stations

revealed the existence of a Kelvin-like wave to the east of the eastward-moving

convection anomalies, and anticyclonic Rossby-like waves in the region west of

convection anomalies.

After Madden and Julian first characterized the intraseasonal oscillation (ISO) as

an eastward propagating equatorially trapped, wave number-one, baroclinic oscillation in

the tropical wind field, several studies have noticed that the ISO propagates not only

eastward but also poleward and westward (e.g., Wang and Rui, 1990). This concurrence
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of eastward, northward, and westward propagation is a major feature of the ISO during

boreal summer and mostly confined to the Indian Ocean and the Western Pacific.

Especially, the initiation of ISO convection in the equatorial Indian Ocean and the

northward propagation of this disturbance have been a focus of studies since monsoon

variability may be affected by the northward propagation of convection (Yasunari, 1979;

Krishnamurti and Subrahmanyam, 1982; Hartmann and Michelsen 1989; Gautier and Di

Julio 1990). For example, during the presence of convection in the northern hemisphere

low level- easterlies, and -westerlies are found to the east, and to the west of the

convection center, respectively. When these winds are superposed on mean westerlies in

the northern Indian Ocean, the strength of the surface winds will increase (decrease) to

the west (east)of convection. Thus, depending on where the convection center is located

relative to the mean winds flow, the strength of the southwesterlies toward the Asian

continent will create the favorable condition for the monsoon onset.

According to observational studies, the oscillation in the Indian Ocean and

western North Pacific exhibits a northward movement of deep convection (e.g.,Yasunsri,

1979, 1980, 1981; Krishnamurti et al., 1985; Chen and Murakami, 1988; Gadgil and

Srinivasan, 1990; Ouergli and De Felice, 1996). In the Indian Ocean convection

originates near the equator and moves northward with a speed of 0.75 degree latitude per

day (Krishnamurti and Subrahmanyam, 1982). In off-equatorial region the ISO

propagates westward from western Pacific (date line) to the Indian Ocean along 10-20 N

with a phase speed of 5 mls (e.g., Nitta, 1987; Murakami, 1980; Wang and Rui, 1990;

Lau and Lau, 1990).
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Following observational studies, a number of theories have been proposed to

explain the structure and propagation of summer ISO in the Indian Ocean and Western

Pacific. According to Knutson et al. (1986), the initiation of equatorial outgoing long

wave radiation (OLR) anomalies in the Indian monsoon region is associated with the

eastward propagating equatorial OLR anomalies. Hu and Randall (1994, 1995), however,

suggested that the initiation of convection near the equator in the Indian Ocean is a result

of a stationary oscillating heat source that is forced by the nonlinear interaction among

radiation, convection and surface moisture flux. Wang and Xie (1997) used an

intermediate model to show that the initiation of the equatorial disturbance over the

Indian Ocean may be caused by the westward propagation of moist Rossby waves, which

are emanated from an equatorial eastward moving coupled Kelvin-Rossby wave packet.

In attempt to explain the northward propagation Webster (1983) introduced the

role of the land surface heat fluxes, while Goswami and Shukla (1984), and Anderson and

Stevens (1987) emphasized the interaction between convection and radiative relaxation in

controlling the moist static stability.

The problem associated with these previous theories is that SST is assumed to be

fixed, thus convection does not influence SST on intraseasonal timescales (e.g., Emanuel,

1987; Neelin et aI., 1987; Wang and Xie, 1997, 1998). In recent years, the relationship

between convection and SST has been documented (e.g.,Aatau et aI., 1997; Waliser et

al., 1999), as well as that of surface heat fluxes and disturbance (e.g., Jones and Weare,

1996; Lin and Jonson, 1996; Lau and Sui, 1997; Jones et al., 1998).
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Therefore, the consideration of an interactive sea surface temperature (SST) in

order to simulate the influence of convection on surface heat fluxes and SST is a new

direction in recent researches. With the same token, the inclusion of an interactive SST

in simulating the northward propagation of convection seems crucial for a better

understanding of its propagation- mechanisms.

The goal of the dissertation is to improve the current understanding of boreal

summer intraseasonal oscillation (BSISO) in the Indian Ocean. Firstly, observational

data are analyzed to identify air-sea interaction of BSISO in the Indian Ocean. Secondly,

the mechanism of air-sea interaction in the Indian Ocean is examined using two- and

three- dimensional intermediate models. Experiments range from the case of the most

simplified simulation using the zonally averaged model without ocean mixed layer to the

most complicated case of three dimensional simulation with ocean mixed layer. By

increasing the dimension and adding ocean mixed layer, the importance of local air-sea

interactions versus the large scale dynamics on BSISO in the Indian Ocean is assessed.
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CHAPTER 2
BOREAL SUMMER INTRASEASONAL OSCILLATION IN THE

NCEP REANALYSIS DATA

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter observational data are used to identify the signal of the interaction

between SST and convection in northward propagating ISO. In addition, the consistency

between SST variability and convection with atmospheric variables such as winds,

downward solar radiation fluxes (DSWRF) and surface heat fluxes (HFL, the sum of

sensible heat flux and latent heat fluxes) is checked. This analysis renders a reference of

air-sea interaction on which the model is built and verified.

2.2 Data and methods

The band-filtered (20-70 day) pentad means are computed from the daily averaged

NCEPINCAR reanalysis data of OLR, ST (1000 hPa), HFL, DSWRF, and surface winds

(10m) for each summer (May, 30-Aug, 29) from 1982 to 1995. It should be noticed that

NCEPINCAR reanalysis data are constructed from both model results and observational

data, and should be examined with caution. Nevertheless, a complete temporal and

spatial coverage is an advantage of this data set over in-situ data sets.

In order to construct the structure oflSO, the band-filtered pentad -means of ST,

winds, HFL, OLR, and DSWRF are zonally averaged (60-100E), and lagged cross

correlations are calculated for these zonally averaged (60-100E) data. Finally, lagged

cross correlations of 14 year of data are averaged.
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The lagged cross correlation function Rxik) between the state variables. x and y is

defined by

[ ]

"2 k=O,l .... ,K;
axa,

[
I ~ - -]
-; ,±,(x,-x)(y '+' - y)

[ ]

112 ' k =-I, - 2,..., - K.
a,ay

where x and y denote the mean of times series x and y; (jx and (j, denote the variance

of x and y. The letter n indicates the number of observations in each time series. and K

represents the maximum lag of cross-correlations to be computed. Since the band filtered

pentad -mean of each variable is used, the unit of both nand K is pentad.

The lagged cross-correlation function renders the relative role of x and y in their

interaction. In other words, Rxy (k) at positive (negative) time lags implies that y (k) is

followed by x(k).

2.3 Zonally averaged pentad lagged cross correlations over the Indian Ocean

In this section. pentad lagged cross correlations are zonally averaged over the

Indian Ocean (60-100E). In figure 2.1 (a), negative OLR (-OLR) at each latitude is

correlated with -OLR at equator (reference latitude). Thus. the cross correlation at

equator at zero lag in the panel (a) is 1. Figure 2.1. (a) shows that after the break out of
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convection at the equator (EQ, zero pentad lag), convection propagates northward and

southward.

Cross correlations between -OLR at equator and surface temperature (ST) at each

latitude are shown in figure.2.1b. At the equator ST increases 2 pentads before

convection. Once convection is organized at 0 pentad lag, ST decreases and the reduction

of ST lasts for 3 pentads. The similarity in meridional structure between positive cross

correlations (in positive pentad lag) in panel (a) and positive cross correlation (in negative

pentad lag) in panel (b), with 2 pentads phase difference, suggested that the increase of

ST is essential for the development of convection.

More than 3 pentads before the establishment of convection at the equator, a

negative anomaly of HFL at the equator develops and propagates northward

subsequently(Fig.2.lc). As a result, the region between 5 Nand 20 N experiences a

decrease of HFL when convection develops at the equator at zero lag. It should be

noticed that at the equator the decrease of HFL leads the increase of ST by 2 pentads,

while in sub-equatorial region (around 15 N) the decrease of HFL concurs with the

increase of ST. This difference in responding timescale seems due to the small heat

content of landmass which extends from about 10 N to 20 N. When convective activity

begins at the equator heat fluxes increase and the increase of heat fluxes is followed by

the decrease of ST by one pentad (Fig. 2.1b). In southern hemisphere (5 S and lOS) the

HFL diminishes around 1-2 pentad lag.

The meridional structure of downward shortwave radiation flux (DSWRF) is

shown figure 2.1d. The similarity between figure 2.1d and figure 2.la implies that a
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decrease (increase) of DSWRF is associated with the existence (absence) of convection.

The increase of DSWRF (Fig. 2.ld) in the northern hemisphere from -3 to 0 pentad lag

favors the increase of ST (Fig. 2.1b) in the northern hemisphere in this period.

The relationship between surface zonal winds and -OLR is shown in figure 2.le.

At the equator easterlies are found at least three pentad before the enhance of convection.

From -I pentad to 2 pentad, when convection prevails at the equator, the winds are

westerly. It is noticed that in the northern and equatorial Indian Ocean easterlies

(westerlies) concur with the decrease (increase) of HFL. Since mean zonal winds in the

northern Indian Ocean are westerlies, the cancellation between mean zonal winds and 20

70 day band filtered winds results in the decrease of HFL under easterlies. In the

southern equatorial Indian Ocean, on the other hand, the latitude of easterlies (westerlies)

coincides with the area of increasing (decreasing) HFL. This pattern is also the result of

the interaction between mean zonal winds in the southern equatorial Indian Ocean

(easterlies) and the intraseasonal winds in these latitudes.

The panel (f) in figure 2.1 presents the lagged cross correlation between -OLR at

the equator and surface meridional winds at each latitude. The positive correlation and

the negative correlation imply southerlies and northerlies, respectively. Around -1.5

pentad winds converges at the equator. Another convergence region is found at 1 pentad

lag at 12 S. The location of convergence is typically ahead of convection or with

convection.

In general, the increase of westerlies, the increase of HFL, and the decrease of ST

concur in the northern equatorial Indian Ocean. Thus, the increase of surface
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temperature might contribute to the northward propagation of convection. In the

southern equatorial Indian Ocean, however, the decrease of surface temperature precedes

the increase of surface heat fluxes by 2 pentads. As a consequence, the decrease of

surface heat fluxes may not directly influence the southward propagating convection. As

mentioned earlier, the short time lag among variables in the northern parts of the Indian

Ocean can be caused by the small heat content of the Indian continent. In summary, it is

shown that variations of convection and surface temperature are apparent and consistent

with the variability of winds and heat fluxes.

2.4 Spatial variations oflagged-cross correlation

A complete cycle of northward propagating ISO in the Indian Ocean is described

based on the the spatial variations of lagged cross correlation for 850 hPa winds, surface

heat fluxes, the downward shortwave radiation flux, and outgoing long wave radiation

(OLR). OLR is averaged over the equatorial Indian Ocean (2.5 S-2.5 N, 65-95 E), and

OLR is used as a reference of the lagged cross correlation. Note that minus OLR rather

than OLR is used to imply convection. In figure 2.2(a) the spatial variation of the cross

correlation between 850 hPa wind and the area averaged -OLR at -3 pentad lag are

shown. In other words, it exhibits the change of 850 hPa wind field three pentad (15

days) before the development of the convective activity in the area covering from 2.5 S to

2.5 N, and from 65 E to 95 E. The intraseasonal winds in the northern Indian Ocean at-3

pentad are westerlies (Fig. 2.2a). The zonal component of the seasonal mean winds in the

northern Indian Ocean are also westerlies (figure not shown). The interaction between
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the mean westerlies and intraseasonal westerlies in this region results in the enhancement

of the local wind speed. This enhancement of the local wind speed increases surface heat

fluxes (Fig. 2.2b), which reduce surface temperature (Fig. 2.2d). In addition, the decrease

of downward shortwave radiation flux (Fig. 2.2c) also causes a drop in surface

temperature in the northern Indian Ocean and the tip of the Indian continent.

Meanwhile, the locally reversed Hadley circulation renders a subsidence in the

southern equatorial Indian Ocean. The divergent winds at the equator (Fig. 2.2a) are

easterlies, which interacts with seasonal mean westerlies. As a result, the surface heat

fluxes at the equator is suppressed (Fig. 2.2b). The decrease of surface heat fluxes (Fig.2.

2b) and the increase of downward solar radiation flux (Fig. 2.2c) are responsible for the

increase of surface temperature at the equator at -3 pentad (Fig. 2.2d). This increase of

5T at the equator (Fig. 2.2d) facilitate the development of convection at zero lag by

increasing the convective instability (e.g., the increase of moist convergence, the increase

of low-level atmospheric temperature). Responding to the equatorial heating (Fig.2.2d),

low-level equatorial winds are westerlies with cyclonic circulation at 55 (Fig. 2.2e). The

cyclonic circulation in the southern hemisphere enhances the local Hadley circulation and

inhibits convection in the northern Indian Ocean and continent. In addition, low-level

easterlies in the northern Indian Ocean limit the surface fluxes. Due to the weak surface

heat fluxes (Fig. 2.20 and the strong downward shortwave radiation fluxes (Fig. 2.2g) the

surface temperature in the northern Indian Ocean and the continent rises (Fig. 2.2h). To

the contrary, the surface temperature along the equator diminishes.
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2.5 Conclusion

The meridional structure of atmospheric variables in the Indian Ocean reveals that

• Convection at the equator moves both northward and southward.

• Increase of surface temperature leads the initiation of convection by 2 pentads.

• Increase of OLR leads the increase of surface temperature by 1 pentad.

• Interaction between seasonal winds and ISO winds governs the variability of
latent heat fluxes, and influences the air-sea interaction.
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CHAPTER 3

BOREAL SUMMER INTRASEASONAL OSCILLATION IN ZONALLY
AVERAGED INTERMEDIATE MODEL

3.1 Introduction

The fundamental theories that have been developed to explain the eastward

propagation of ISO can be classified in three groups (Flatau et al.,1997). The first groups

is called wave-CISK (Conditional Instability of the Second Kind). In the wave-CISK

theory convergence occurs in the region between easterlies and westerlies in an eastward

propagating Kelvin wave. This low-level moisture convergence produces a new

convective center which drives slow eastward motion of the whole system by releasing

latent heat. This theory also suggests that westward propagating convection is a

manifestation of Rossby waves. One problem of the wave-CISK theory is that results of

numerical models are sensitive to convective parameterizations. In other word, wave-

CISK modes develop only when Kuo-like parameterization is used in the model.

In contrast with the wave-CISK theory, Emanuel(l987) and Neelin et al. (1987)

proposed a wind-induced surface heat exchange (WISHE) theory. According to this

theory, convection forces low-level easterly winds to the east and low-level westerly

winds to the west of convection region. As a result, in the presence of the mean

equatorial easterly winds, the surface zonal winds will increase to the east and decrease to

the west of convection. Since the surface heat fluxes are largely governed by wind speed,

enhanced surface heat fluxes to the east of convection increases the low-level moist static

energy, which leads unstable eastward propagation modes. The defect of WISHE is that
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mean winds were taken to be easterlies. In reality, mean winds in Indian Ocean and

Western Pacific are westerlies (Wang, 1988). In addition, Jones and Wear (1996) found

that positive (upward) anomalies of latent heat fluxes are located to the west of

convection, which is contrary to the prediction of WISHE.

The air-sea convective intraseasonal interaction (ASCII) is the latest theory which

emphasized the different role of surface heat fluxes in the maintenance of ISO. In ASCII

theory SST drops to the west of convection, due to the strong evaporation and oceanic

vertical mixing, whereas SST increases to the east of convection in the region of weak

easterlies. Thus, in the region to the east of convection, the increase of surface entropy

favors the development of new convective center. By incorporating the effect of

convection on SST, Flatau et al. (1997) were able to explain the eastward propagating

ISO.

Although ASCII is a prominent theory in describing the eastward propagating

ISO, it has not been applied to the northward propagating ISO. In this chapter, a zonally

averaged intermediate model without interactive SST (without ASCII) is used to examine

the physical mechanism of northward propagating ISO. In the first part of this chapter,

the mechanism of ISO without the interactive SST is examined. In the second part,

interactive SST (ASCII) is incorporated in the model so that its influence on the period,

and the intensity of the oscillation is analyzed.
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3.2 Model

3.2.1 Zonally averaged intermediate model

The two dimensional model (2D model) is zonally averaged version of an

intermediate intraseasonal model (WX model, hereafter) used by Wang and Xie (1997).

The 2D model represents an area average from 60E tolOOE, corresponding rougbly to the

south Asian summer monsoon region. The prescribed monthly mean state variables are

also averaged over this longitude. Thus, the model results are dependent on the

mechanism within the Indian Ocean without the explicit influence from the western

Pacific.

The model consists of a 2-level free atmosphere, and one boundary layer. The

meridional and time resolutions are 2° and 10 minutes, respectively. Momentum and

continuity equations are applied at the upper (300hPa) and lower level (700hPa) of free

atmosphere, and the thermodynamic and hydrodynamic equations are written in the

middle level (level between upper- and lower-levels). These linearized primitive

equations in a p coordinate, equatorial f3-plan are:

au' = -v au' _ V' au _ 0) au' _ 0)' au + f3yv ' - cu' +K a'u'
at ily ay ap ap ay'

;tv' - a ' I ilV - ;tv' I ilV f3 I a~' I a' ,-=-v...L-v --0)--0) -- yu ---ev +K_vat ily ay ap ap ay ay'

aT' = _vaT' _v'aI' +.E..SO)' +.E..S'O) +JL- IlT'at ay ily R R cp ""

+f..ly(sst' - sst~omain averaged) + [{'V2T'

av' + am' = 0ay ap
af __ RT'
ap- P
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where an overbar and prime represents the basic-state and perturbation, respectively; u, v,

W, <1>, and T denote zonal and meridional winds, vertical pressure velocity, geopotential,

and temperature, respectively; €, I-l. and R are the Rayleigh friction coefficient, Newtonian

cooling coefficient, and specific gas constant; K is the horizontal momentum or thermal

diffusion coefficient and S is the dry static stability parameter.

Condensational heating, which is a major driving source of atmospheric

circulation, is parameterized based on the moisture and heat budget following Kuo

(1974). At the middle level, Pm. it is expressed as (Wang 1988)

Q' 8bL, [ , (_ _ ) '(_ _)]
m = tip -Wm q, -q, -W, q, -q, (3.2)

where Q ~ represents the irreversible condensational heating; b measures the ratio of the

amount of water vapor that condenses to the total moisture in the atmosphere; L, is the

latent heat; Lip is the half-depth of the free atmosphere; w'm and and w', represent

vertical pressure velocities at Pm and the top of the boundary layer P,; and If" If, ' and

if, are the specific humidity of the basic state at the boundary layer, the lower and upper

troposphere, respectively. The basic-state specific humidity is assumed to decay

exponentially with height (Wang, 1998). Thus, the vertical distribution of moisture

content is determined by the basic state surface specific humidity, "i[, .
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(3.3a)

(3.3b)

The governing equations in the barotropic boundary layer can be described as

(Wang, and Li, 1993):

f3yv~ - Exu~ = 0
_ f3y , _ a.; + R(P,-P,l a",' _ E ' =0

uB oy 2:Pt> dy YVB

, iW'
We =(P, - P, Xi;"-) (3.3c)

where P, is pressure at the model surface; ¢J~ denotes perturbation geopotential at Pe; u ~

and v ~ are perturbation zonal and meridional winds in the boundary layer; sst 'represents

perturbation sea surface temperature (SST); and Ex and Eyare Rayleigh friction

coefficients in the zonal and meridional directions.

From Eq. (3.3), the Ekman pumping velocity can be written as

W' = D a'.; + D a~; _ R(P,-P,) [D a',,,, + D a,,,,]
e 3 ay2 4 ay 2P~ 3 oy2 4 oy

Where the coefficients are

D = _ (P,-Pe)Ex

3 E,Ey +/3'y'

D = 2(P,-P,)E,/3'Y

4 (E,E y +/3'y')'

(3.4)

Due to mass conservation in a vertical column, the Ekman pumping velocity in

the barotropic boundary layer is related to free atmosphere convergence as following:

(3.5).

Combining (3. 4) and (3. 5) leads to an elliptical equation for <p'e:

2
D a'.; +D a.; == -!1P~ (av;..) + R(P,-P,) [D a'"t' +D as"'] (3.6)

3 aJ' 4 iIy LJ ay 2P. 3 ay' 4 ay
k=1
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Here, the assumption, ¢~= ¢~ is made in order to close a set of equations. The domain

of the 2D model is confined to an equatorial B plane between 40 Sand 40 N. At the

meridional boundaries the fluxes of mass, momentum, and heat normal to the boundaries

vanishes.

In order to incorporate the interactive SST into the 2D models, SST anomaly

(sst') is approximated as followings (Wang and Xie, 1998):

If the mean surface temperature ( sst) is greater than or equal to 22 0 C

Otherwise,

"':/ =D'ad(~)-D"a(sgn*~(u; *0.4)2 (sst-20)

+ ~Cii2 *0.4)2 sst') - f.lasst' (3.7 a)

(3.7 b)

where over bar and prime denotes basic-state and perturbation quantities, respectively; sst

denotes sea surface temperature; u2 and V2 are low-level zonal wind and meridional wind,

respectively; sgn>O, when u*u '<::0 ,otherwise sgn<O; Pa is air density in the

atmospheric boundary layer. In the study by Hendon and Salby (1994), one event ofISO

tens to have little correlation with the next one. It suggested that SST between oscillations

should be set back to the mean state before the next ISO event occurs. Since the period of

the ISO induced by the atmospheric dynamics were 24 days in this studies, the damping

rate of sst' (J-lo) is set to be (24 days)"'.
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D,.,p and D,,. are, respectively, the mixed layer heating coefficients associated with

radiation, and evaporation processes. These coefficients are defined by

D _ _O_.6_22--,(l_-_A,,;.)--,S,,-A
rad C hp, w

p,CEL,K,
D = ---'-----"-'=''-

eva C hp, w

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

(3.8e)

where A, and So, are surface albedo, the downward solar radiation flux reaching sea surface

under clear sky, respectively; Po and Cw are the density and heat capacity of water,

respectively; h represents the mean depths of the mixed layer (land 20m, ocean SSm); CE,

and L, are moisture exchange coefficient, and latent heat; A. measures the proportionality

between perturbation cloudiness and surface wind convergence; Kq=8.9 x 10-4 K' (Wang

and Li, 1993), and y=1.8Wm-2K' (Seager et al. 1988).

The 20 model used in this chapter are different from the original model in four

aspects. First, the 20 model is a zonal mean version of the 30 model. In other words,

atmospheric variable are averaged along zonal (x) direction. As a result, zonal

geopotential gradient, zonal diffusion, zonal advection, and zonal divergence are

neglected. The zonally averaged (from 60E to 100E) July mean of surface temperature,

winds, and specific humidity are used as basic states.

Second, the long wave radiation cooling in eq. (3.1c) is modified. In the original

model, the middle-tropospheric temperature perturbation from the basic equilibrium state

is relaxed back at the rate of Newtonian cooling rate, whereas in the 20 model the
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equilibrium temperature is assumed to have the same temperature as SST with reduced

amplitude. As a result, not only the temperature perturbation in the middle troposphere

but also the deviation of SST from its domain average affects the longwave radiation

cooling in the 20 model (Wang and Li, 1993).

Third, the effect of surface temperature gradient is added to the boundary layer in

the 20 model. In the WX model the momentum balance in the boundary layer holds

among the geopotential gradient force, Conolis force, and a Rayleigh friction. When air

flows over the ocean this air parcel can be heated by the ocean surface sensible and latent

fluxes. Wang and Li (1993) assumed that the gradient surface air temperature is equal to

the SST gradient. Following the assumption of Wang and Li, the influence of surface

temperature on the atmospheric boundary layer is approximated as equation (3.6).

Finally, the physics of the ocean mixed layer is implemented in the WX model. In

the WX model monthly mean observational SST data is fed into the model as an initial

condition. In the 20 model, the perturbation of SST from its monthly mean state is

calculated. As indicated in the equation (3.7) determinant factors of SST anomaly are

atmospheric cloudiness, wind-induced ocean surface evaporation, and Newtonian cooling.

These three factors are chosen from the ocean mixed layer model by Wang and Xie

(1998), and utilized in the 20 model as a first approximation. Flatau et al. (1997) also

used a similar simple mixed layer model in which the ocean mixed layer physics is

combined to the general atmospheric model.
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3.2.2 Basic states

Two dimensional model represents an area -average from 60E to 100E. Thus,

basic state that is used in this model is also zonally averaged from 60E to 100E. The zonal

average mean flow is calculated using a July-mean circulation which is derived from the

European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) grid analysis data for

the period 1979-92. The 200- and 850 hPa winds are used as the mean winds at the upper

(300hPa)- and lower (700hPa) levels of the model. This discrepancy in levels between

basic state and anomalies is believed to be trivial in the model simulation. The mean

temperatnre at the middle level is determined from geopotential thickness between 200

and 850 hPa by assuming hydrostatic balance. The vertical P velocity at the middle level

is consistent with the mass continuity determined by the given winds field. The basic state

free atmospheric moisture content, specific humidity, is calculated based on surface air

temperature and dew point temperatnre. The complete description can be found in paper

by Wang and Xie (1997).

In figure 3.1 the basic state of the 2D model is shown. The maximum of low-level

easterlies and westerlies are found at 148 and 12N, respectively (Fig. 3.1a). In the upper

troposphere, westerlies are dominant south to the 128, while easterlies are dominant

elsewhere (Fig. 3.1a). The vertical wind shear becomes zero at 88, and westerly wind

shear (easterly wind shear) is found in the area south (north) to 88 (Fig. 3.1c).

The July-mean meridional winds in the low atmosphere are southerlies in the

whole domain (Fig. 3.tb). In the upper atmosphere, southerlies are persistent except the
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region south to 28S (Fig. 3.1b). The vertical shear in the meridional winds is northerly

shear, which means that the northerly wind increases with increasing height (Fig. 3.1 c).

The midtropospheric vertical motion (Fig. 3.1 d) indicates that a local maximum

of sinking motion is found near the equator, and the maximum rising motion is found near

lOS and ION. The July-mean specific humidity (Fig. 3.le) increase from southern

boundary toward the northern hemisphere. A relatively sharp decrease of specific

humidity is found north of 20N, since the existence of land decreases the specific

humidity. The spatial variation of low-level July-mean winds and midtropospheric

vertical motion is shown in figure 3.1f. Note that within the domain in this study (60E

lODE), the zonal variation of basic states is much smaller than the meridional variation.

Thus, zonally average basic state adequately representsl/. the spatial variation in this

domain.

3.3 Simulation of intraseasonal oscillation without the ocean mixed layer

3.3.1 Variation ofu ~ v ~ and precipitation

Figure 3.2 shows (a) precipitation rate (mm/day), (b) low-level zonal wind, and (c)

low-level meridional wind (m/sec) simulated from the 2D model without ocean mixed

layer. Shading indicates precipitation greater than 2 mm/day. There are two locations of

strong precipitation (Fig. 32a). One covers from ION to 25N, and the other is located

between IDS and the equator. The southern part of precipitation is not as organized as its

counterpart in the northern hemisphere. The period of the oscillation is about 15-20 days.
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The low-level winds in figure 3.2 (b) and (c) show that convection (precipitation) is

followed by westerlies and southerlies.

It should be noted that the moisture convergence in the lower level of the

atmosphere is the main source of precipitation, and consequently, the heat source of the

atmospheric circulation. In addition, the convergence in the 2D model is dependent on the

latitudinal variation of the meridional wind. As a result, it is necessary to examine the

relationship between meridional wind and precipitation.

In figure 3.3 the precipitation rate and meridional winds at 300hPa from day 49 (a)

to day 69 (h) are presented. At day 49, convection is located at latitude between ION and

15N. When this convection moves northward from day 49 to day 61, its intensity

decreases from more than 8mmlday (day 49) to less than Immlday (day 61).

Meanwhile, new convection is initiated in the area between lOS and the equator at

day 53. The new convection propagates to the equator from day 53 to day 61. When

convection approaches the equator at day 63, it divides into four different areas. Two of

them are located to the north of the equator, and the other two are located in the southern

hemisphere. The convection in the northern hemisphere intensifies, while convection in

the southern hemisphere dissipates around day 65. From day 65, convection in the

northern hemisphere keeps moving northward, and reaches 20N at day 69.

The life cycle of the precipitation rate illustrates the northward propagation of

convection, which is initiated in the latitude between lOS and the equator. It also indicates

that the northward propagation is not clear when convection passes the equator. Then

what is the mechanism of the northward propagation and initiation of convection found in
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a life cycle of precipitation rate? In order to understand the life cycle of precipitation rate,

it is necessary to examine the factors that govern the precipitation rate.

In the 2D model, the specific humidity is absent in the upper atmosphere. Hence,

the precipitation rate (Pr) is governed by the moisture convergence in the boundary layer

and in the low-level of free atmosphere. That is

P (OV)- (dv;)
f""- 0; qe- ay qz (3.9)

where subscription e and 2 indicate the boundary layer and low-level atmosphere

(700hPa), respectively. Thus, Zfe and Zfz are specific humidity of July-mean climatology in

boundary layer and lower atmosphere. Since the divergence in the boundary layer is

balanced by the convergence in upper atmosphere or in lower atmosphere, the equation is

3.9 can be written as

(3.10).

The subscript I indicates the upper-level atmosphere (300hPa). In equation (3.10), the

divergence in the upper atmosphere ( ~ > 0) increases the precipitation by inducing the

convergence of moisture in the boundary layer (i.e. *Zfe "" -~qe < 0) . The

divergence in the lower atmosphere ( a~ >0) also induces the moisture convergence in
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C
· dv"- dV;- 0)the boundary layer I.e. d; qe "" -ayqe < . On the other hand, the divergence in low

atmosphere induces the moisture divergence in the low atmosphere c;; q2 > 0). Thus,

the total effect of low-level divergence (;; > 0) results in a moderate increase of

precipitation C;; Cqe - q2) >0). As a result, the divergence in 700hPa or 300hPa

increases the precipitation.

That is

PI (dVI)- (~)(- -)"" ~ qe + dy qe - q2 (3.11).

In order to diagnose meridional divergence in upper and lower atmosphere, the

variation of meridional winds (v') in both layers is examined. The controlling factors of

meridional wind are examined using the momentum equation in section 3.3.2.

3.3.2 Momentum equation ofmeridional wind anomalies

The local tendency of low-level (700hPa) meridional winds (panel a), the sum of

Coriolis force and gropotential force (panel b) and sum of the other components in

tendency equation (panel c) are shown for 15N (Fig. 3.4), ON (Fig. 3.5), and lOS (Fig.

3.6). The vertical dotted line indicates the day at which the maximum precipitation rate is

found at 15N. It is evident that regardless of the latitudinal location, the sum of Coriolis

force and geopotential gradient force produces (Figs. 3.4b, 3.5b, and 3.6b) can produce the

local tendency of meridional winds at 700hPa (Figs. 3.4a, 3.5a, and 3.6a).
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The dominance of Coriolis force and geopotential gradient force (panel b) in

controlling the local variation of upper-level (300hPa) meridional winds (panel a) is

shown for l5N (Fig. 3.7), ON (Fig. 3.8), and lOS (Fig. 3.9), as well. In conclusion,

Coriolis force and geopotential gradient force are the most dominant terms that explain

hthe local tendency of meridional winds at 15N, ON and lOS in both upper- and lower-

level of atmosphere.

3.3.3 Effect ofmeridional divergence on precipitation rate

In the previous section, it is verified that the momentum equation of meridional

winds can be approximated by the sum of Coriolis force and geopotential gradient force.

That is

(3.12).

Note that the precipitation rate is proportional to meridional divergence in upper level or

in low level of free atmosphere as shown in equation 3.11. In order to relate the variation

of meridional winds with precipitation rate, the local derivative of equation 3.11 is taken.

That is

~p _ il (~)- il Cilv;)(- -)
ilt f- ilt ily qe +Tt ay qe -q2

_ .LC~)- il c~)c- - - )- ily ilt qe+ay ilt qe q2 C3.13).

After substituting the approximation of meridional momentum equation (Eq. 3.12)

into equation of local tendency of precipitation rate (Eq. 3.13 ), we get
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g, Pr .. ;y (-~- Byu; )lIe + ;y (- iJ~ - Byu; )((ie - q2)

= {~(_iJ:)+ ~ (-Byu;)}qe

+{t (-~) +t (-Byu;) }(qe - q2) (3.14).

The physical meaning of each terms in tendency equation of precipitation CEq. 3.14) can

be explained as the following. For convenience let's assume that the local tendency of

meridional winds are governed by the geopotential gradient force, only. That is

a~'1... V' 0/at G.G.F -ay (3.15).

The subscription G.G.F is used to indicate the wind induced by geopotential gradient

iJ¢'
force. Then term, t (-ay) can be rewritten as

a ( a.') _ a (a' )ay -ay - ily a,VG.G,F

av'
= t,( a;F) (3.16).

It indicates that the minus laplacian of geopotential ( - ~:~' ) is equivalent to the increase

in divergence of meridional winds induced by the geopotential gradient force. The

increase of divergence due to the geopotential gradient force is usually found near the

center of convection in upper level of the atmosphere. When latent heat is released

associated with convection, the rising air parcel from the mid-atmosphere increases the

pressure in the upper level of atmosphere. The increase of pressure at the center of

convection in upper level induces the meridional divergence near convection.
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With the similar logic, the gradient of Coriolis force [ ~ (-Byu;) 1in equation

(3.14) can be understood as an increase ofthe upper-level divergence induced by Coriolis

force. For example, when local maximum of westerlies developes in the northern

hemisphere, the local maximum of westerlies (u' > 0) generates the local maximum of

northerly acceleration though the Coriolis force (-fJyu'< 0). Because of these northerly

acceleration at the center of convection, divergence (convergence) of meridional winds

increases to the north (to the south) of the maximum of westerlies.

In figure 3.10 (a) the tendency of the moisture convergence (i.e. '" t, Pr , equation

3.14) in 700hPa and boundary layer becomes

(_0_0_). These tenns are used in equation 3.14 to diagnose the tendency of precipitation

rate. Also shown in panel (a) is precipitation rate obtained from the 2D model (_0_0_).

On day 49, when maximum precipitation is found at 14N, the positive tendency of

moisture convergence is found to be centered around 15N. This increase of moisture

convergence will enhance the precipitation there. This, in turn, will induce the northward

propagation of convection. The other region of increasing moisture convergence is found

in the latitude between lOS and equator. Thus, this region is favorable for the initiation of

new convection.
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In graph 3.lOb the tendency of boundary layer moisture convergence induced by

divergence at 300hPa (~ (- ~~ - Byu;)lje) is shown. The term

[%y (- 0:'; _ Byu; )(q, - (2)] in graph 3.lOc indicates the total effect of divergence at

700hPa on the tendency of moisture convergence. It is evident that the magnitude of term

involving the upper-level divergence [ ~ (- ~i - Byu;)qe ' Fig. 3. lOb] is much larger

than that involving the low-level divergence [ ty(- °o~ - Byu; Xii, - ii2 ) ,Fig. 3.lOc].

It implies that the upper-level divergence is more influential than lower-level divergence

on the tendency of precipitation rate. The reason is that while the divergence at 700hPa

induces the moisture convergence in the boundary layer [ !y<- ¥,- - Byu;) q, > 0,

equation 3.14], it automatically produces the moisture divergence at 700hPa

[ - ~ (- 0:'; _Byu;) q2 < 0, equation 3.14], the total effect oflow-level divergence is

just a slight increase of moisture convergence [ ~ (- o~ - Byu; )(q, - (2) > 0, equation

3.14].

On day 57, convection (implied by the local maximum of precipitation rate) is

present in the latitude between lOS and equator, while the existing convection in the

northern hemisphere moves northward (Fig. 3.11a). In the southern hemisphere, the

maximum increase of moisture convergence is found in the latitude between 5S and

equator (Fig. 3.lla). This maximum increase of moisture convergence near the equator
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will lead convection to this location. It is also evident that the tendency of moisture

convergence (Fig. 3.lla) coincides with that of moisture convergence induced by the

divergence at 300hPa (Fig. 3.1lb).

On day 60, the maximum precipitation is found in the latitude between 5S and

equator (Fig. 3.l2a). Again, the positive tendency of moisture convergence is found to

the north of convection (Fig. 3.12a). Due to this moisture convergence to the north of

convection, convection moves to further north on day 64.

On day 64, precipitation is found in three locations. Among three locations, the

precipitation at 8N shows a maximum value (Fig. 3.13a). The tendency of moisture

convergence to the north of convection in the northern hemisphere (ION) is larger than

that in the southern hemisphere (4S, Fig. 3.13a). This meridional structure in the tendency

of moisture convergence (Fig. 3.13a) is mostly induced by the upper-level divergence as

shown in Figure 3.13b.

Since the July-mean specific humidity increases with latitude untilll4N,

convection tends to be intensified as it propagates northward. On day 65, convection at

8N is fully intensified, whereas convection at the equator and southern hemisphere is

suppressed (Fig. 3.14a). Behind (to the south of) convection, the moisture tends to

diverge, while the convergence of moisture increases ahead (to the north) of convection

(Fig.3.14a). The change in moisture convergence induced by the upper-level divergence

(Fig. 3.14b) is the most dominant factor in governing the tendency of moisture

convergence in figure 3.14a.
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Throughout a life cycle of convection, it is found that the increase of moisture

convergence, located to the north of the existing convection, drives the existing

convection to move northward. It is also suggested that the increase of moisture

convergence initiates the new convection in the southern hemisphere. The spatial and

temporal variation in the tendency ofmoisture convergence is explicitly governed by the

upper-level divergence. In other words, the divergence at 300hPa enhances moisture

convergence in the boundary layer, and this increase of moisture convergence is a cause

of the initiation and the propagation of convection. Consequently, equation 3.14 can be

further simplified as

(3.17).

The equation 3.17 suggests that the tendency of precipitation can be explained by

analyzing the variation of meridional divergence in upper level (300hPa).

3.3.4 Impact ofmeridional divergence at 300hPa on precipitation

In figure 3.15 the tendency of upper-level divergence (panel a), the tendency of

upper-level divergence induced by geopotential gradient force (panel b), the tendency of

upper-level divergence induced Coriolis force (panel c), and the precipitation rate (_0_)

are shown. By comparing figures 3.l5b and 3.l5c, one can identify the relative

importance between geopotential gradient force and Coriolis force in governing the

tendency of precipitation rate, shown in equation 3.17.

When the maximum precipitation rate, indicating convection, is located at l4N

(Fig. 3.l5a) the upper-level divergence increases at the center of convection (14N) and to
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the north of convection (16N). While the geopotential gradient force increases the upper

level divergence (Fig. 3.15b) at the center of convection, the increase of upper-level

divergence induced by Coriolis force (Fig. 3.15c) is located to the north of the convective

center.

Since the latent heat release associated with precipitation forces air-parcel to rise,

the upper-level pressure at the center of convection increases. Consequently, the

horizontal divergence and convergence in the upper level are generated at the center

(14N) and adjacent to the center (16N) of convection, respectively (Fig. 3.15b).

While the upper-level divergence at the center of convection is enhanced by the

geopotential gradient force, the upper-level divergence to the north of convection (l6N)

and the divergence between 12S and 6S (Fig. 3.15c) is intensified by Coriolis force (Fig.

3.15c). Especially, the increase of upper-level divergence in the southern hemisphere on

day 49 facilitates the initiation of new convection in the latitude between lOS and 5S on

day 57 (Fig. 3.16a).

.When the new convection develops in the southern hemisphere on day 57, the

maximum tendency of upper-level divergence is found near the equator (Fig. 3.16a). It

implies that convection will move close to the equator in the future. This increase of

upper-level divergence near the equator (Fig. 3.16a) is probably caused by the Coriolis

force since the divergence component induced by Coriolis force (Fig. 3.16c) has the

maximum value near the equator as well.

Convection located at 8S on day 57 moves to 2S on day 60 (Fig. 3.17a). The

divergence at 300hPa increases at the center of convection and to the north of convection
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(Fig. 3.17a). It should be noticed that when convection was located away from the

equator, the Coriolis force was a primary force to produce the upper-level divergence to

the north of convection. However, on day 60, when convection is located close to the

equator, the geopotential gradient force seems to be more dominant in producing the

upper-level divergence than the Coriolis force. It is due to the decrease of Coriolis

parameter (f3y) as it approaches the equator.

According to the geopotential gradient force (Fig. 3.17b), the upper-level

convergence is found to the south of the center of convection. For example, in the region

south (4S) to the convective center, the mid-tropospheric temperature drops following the

dissipation of the previous convection (Figure not shown). As a result, the upper-level

geopotential decreases, and the upper-level convergence develops at 4S.

On the other hand, the upper-level atmosphere (300hPa) to the north of the

convective center, such as the equator, shows a slight positive in divergence (Fig. 3.17b).

In this region atmosphere is free of convection. Thus, the downward motion in this

region increases the local mid-tropospheric temperature though the adiabatic warming.

Due to the warming of mid-troposphere, the upper-level pressure increases, which may be

responsible for the slight divergence in the upper-level atmosphere in the northern

hemisphere.

On day 64, the local maximum of precipitation is located at 8N (Fig. 3.18a),

whereas the other two are located at the equator and 6S. These three convection areas

located in southern-, northern- hemisphere, and the equator compete against one another

for moisture convergence. Since the upper-level divergence (Fig. 3.18a) is governed by
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the upper-level geopotential gradient force (Fig. 3.18b), the stronger convection produces

the stronger upper-level divergence, which provides positive feedback to convection by

enhancing the moisture convergence in the boundary layer. Since the climatological July

mean specific humidity increases with latitude, it is more likely that convection in the

northern hemisphere will be intensified though the positive feedback between convection

and upper-level divergence. This in return, will suppress the other convection areas

located at the equator and in the southern hemisphere.

The precipitation rate at 8N increases from 4.5 mm/day on day 64 to close to

8mm/dayon day 65 (Fig. 3.19a). While convection in the northern hemisphere

intensifies, convection in the southern hemisphere and equator disappears. The upper-

level geopotential gradient force induces the maximum increse of upper-level divergence

at the center of convection (Fig. 3.l9b), while the upper-level Coriolis force induces the

maximum increase of upper-level divergence (convergence) to the north (south) of

convection (Fig. 3.19c). In addition, the Coriolis force enhances the upper-level

divergence between 12S and 6S (Fig. 3.l9c).

The Coriolis force in the upper level (300hPa) is a dominant force that enhances

the upper-level divergence to the north of convection, and induces the northward

propagation of convection, except near the equator. This tendency of upper-level

divergence is an effective predictor, since it is explicitly related to the tendency of

precipitation rate. From above conclusion, we can further simplify the precipitation-

tendency-equation (Eq. 3.17) as

.Q..pr "".Q..(-Byu') qat ay Ie
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The equation 3.18 links the upper-level divergence induced by the Corio1is force

to the tendency of precipitation rate. Main variables of equation 3.18 are zonal winds in

the upper atmosphere, and the precipitation rate. Thus, by studying the relationship

between these two variables one can explain how the upper-level zonal winds impact

convection, as well as the feedback of convection on the upper-level zonal winds. In

next two sections, the feedback between convection and upper-level zonal winds and vice

versa are elaborated.

3.3.5 Influence ofzonal winds at 300hPa on convection

In this section, the focus is on the meridional variation of upper-level zonal winds,

which increases the tendency of the precipitation. In equation 3.18, it is explicitly shown

that the meridional divergence of zonal winds at 300hPa is responsible for the increase of

precipitation. It should be noticed that since the Corio1is parameter (fly) gets close to zero

near the equator, the influence of upper-level zonal winds ( - f3 u; ii. ) rather than the

influence of meridional divergence of upper level zonal winds ( - f3y ~~ q.) governs

precipitation near the equator [i.e. ;y (-f3yu;)ii. '" -f3 u; ii. in 3.18 ]

However, the influence of upper-level zonal winds on the propagation of

convection across the equator is not substantial in the 2D model, the focus is on the

initiation of convection in the southern hemisphere on day 49, the propagation of

convection from the southern hemisphere to the equator on day 57, and the northward
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propagation of convection starting from 8N to 20 N. Thus, the meridional variation of

upper-level zonal winds is examined for day 49, day 57, and day 65.

In figure 3.20a, zonal winds at 300hPa (-0-), and precipitation rate (_0_) on day 49

is presented. The maximum westerly is found at the center of maximum precipitation at

14N, and the maximum easterly is found at 12S. The maximum westerly at 14N

generates the Coriolis force (-f3yu ') which accelerates northerlies, while at 12S,

maximum of easterly accelerates northerlies though the Coriolis force (-f3yu' ) (Fig.

3.20b).

That is

14N: u; >0 (max.westelires), By>O (North. hemisph.)

a;'i '" _ Byu; < 0 (14N)

12S: u; <0 (max.eastelires), By<O (South. hemisph.)

a:; '" _Byu; < 0 (12S)

(3.9a),

(3.9b).

As a result of the increase of northerlies atl4N, the divergence (16N) and the

convergence (12N) are produced to the north and to the south of the convective center,

respectively (Fig. 3.20c). The acceleration of northerlies at 12S (Fig. 3.20b) also

generates the divergence at lOS (Fig. 3.20c).

On day 57, when the new convection is initiated in the southern hemisphere, the

upper-level zonal winds from 14S tol2N are easterlies, and the local maximum of

easterly is found near the equator (Fig. 3.21a). Since the Coriolis parameter (f3y) changes

its sign across the equator, the Coriolis force induced by easterlies in the northern

(southern hemisphere) hemisphere accelerates the southerlies (northerlies) (Fig. 3.2Ib).
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Acceleration of southerlies to the north of the equator, and the acceleration of

northerlies to the souther of the equator result in a maximum divergence of meridional

winds at the equator (Fig. 3.21c). This maximum upper-level divergence at the equator

facilitates convection in the southern hemisphere to move toward the equator.

When convection arrives at 8N, upper-level westerlies are dominant at the center

of convection (Fig. 3.22a). The Coriolis force on the upper-level westerlies accelerates

the northerly component at ION (Fig. 3.22b). If the Coriolis parameter is constant (f

plane), the maximum increase of northerly component should be found in the latitude of

maximum westerlies. In this model the Coriolis parameter varies, and the maximum

acceleration of northerly component is found to the north of maximum westerlies. In any

case, the Corioils force (Fig. 3.22b) enhances the upper-level divergence to the north of

the convective center (Fig. 3.22c). This upper-level divergence induces the moisture

convergence in the boundary, and forces the existing convection to move northward.

In summary, upper-level zonal winds may affect convection in two ways. First,

the local maximum of upper-level easterlies in the southern hemisphere can initiate

convection by producing the upper-level divergence to the north of maximum easterlies.

Second, the maximum of upper-level westerlies at the center of convection in the

northern hemisphere can move convection northward by generating the upper-level

divergence to the north of existing convection. It is the Coriolis force on the local

maximum of easterlies (westerlies) in the southern hemisphere (northern hemisphere) that

generates the upper-level divergence in the region north of convection. So far, the impact
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of upper-level zonal winds on the propagation and the initiation of convection is

analyzed.

Then, why is the maximum of upper-level westerlies found at the center of

convection in the northern hemisphere? In addition, why is the local maximum of upper-

level easterlies is found between lOS and the equator, when convection is located in the

northern hemisphere? By answering these questions, one can understand the feedback of

convection on the upper-level zonal winds. In next section, the variation of upper- level

zonal winds is examined by analyzing the momentum equation in zonal direction.

3.3.6 Momentum equation ofzonal wind anomalies

In this section, the momentum equation of zonal wind anomalies in the upper-

level atmosphere (300hPa) is examined. The reason of focusing on upper level is that the

upper-level divergence, induced by the Coriolis force on zonal winds, is the most

dominant force to predict the precipitation rate as shown in (3.18). That is

(3.18 ).

In figure3.23 components of zonal momentum equation at 300hPa at 15N are

shown. The vertical dotted line along day 32, day 50, day 67, and day 85 indicates the

day when the maximum precipitation rate is found at 15N. The local tendency of zonal

winds shows that the westerly component increases upon the arrival of convection (Fig.

3.23a). It is consistent with the previous results. That is, the upper-level westerlies are

found at the center of convection. The increase of westerlies at the center of convection
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shown in the local tendency (Fig. 3.23a) is caused by the vertical advection of July-mean

zonal winds ( - w' ~; > 0 ,Fig. 3.23d). It is due to the rising motion at the center of

convection that conveys the westerly momentum of July-mean zonal winds to the upper

level. The decrease of westerlies in local tendency of zonal wind anomalies on day 51,

and day 68 (Fig. 3.23a) is due to the Coriolis force that deflects the upper-level

northerlies behind convection ( Byv' <0, Fig. 3.23f).

In order to emphasize that the vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds

governs the tendency of upper-level zonal wind anomalies at 15N, components of zonal

momentum equation at 300hPa (Fig. 3.24a) are divided into two groups (Figs. 3.24b and

3.24c). The fist group consists ofthe vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds (Fig.

3.24b). The other terms in the momentum equation are combined to form the second

group (Fig. 3.24c). It is evident that the vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds

( - ro' ~; ,Fig. 3.24b) alone can sufficiently produce the local tendency of upper-level

zonal winds at 15N (at,' , Fig. 3.24a).

At the equator, the easterly component in local tendency increases on day 50 and

day 67 (Fig. 3.25a). Theses are days when convection is located at 15N, and the

suppression prevails at the equator and in the southern hemisphere. The increase of

easterly component in local variation is caused by the meridional advection of zonal wind

anomalies by July-mean meridional winds ( - ii ~; , Fig. 3.25), and the meridional
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advection of July-mean zonal winds by the meridional wind anomalies ( - v' ~~ , Fig.

3.25c).

In July the upper-level meridional winds are northerlies (v<0, Fig. 3.1b). On

day 50 and day 67 convection is located at 15N, and upper-level northerlies (v'< 0) are

found to the south of the convective center. Accordingly, upper -level winds are

northerlies at the equator as well as in the southern hemisphere.

Since the sign of Coriolis parameter changes across the equator, Coriolis force on

the upper- level northerlies accelerates easterlies (i.e. 0;" '" {3yv' < 0 ) in the north of the

equator and westerlies (i.e. 0a;' '" f:Jyv' > 0 ) in the south of the equator. As a result, on

day 50 and day 67 the upper-level easterlies increase with latitude from the equator to the

convective center at 15N ( t; <0 ,Fig. 3.26b). Therefore, at the equator, the meridional

advection of zonal wind anomalies by the July-mean meridional winds becomes negative

(- v ~;' <0) when convection is located at 15N. This negative advection of zonal wind

anomalies is one factor that causes the upper-level easterly anomalies at the equator on

day 50 and day 67.

The other term that causes the easterly component in the tendency equation on day

50 and day 67 (Fig. 3.25a) is a meridional advection of July-mean zonal winds by

meridional wind anomalies (- v' ~~ , Fig. 3.25c). In the upper atmosphere (300hPa), the

July-mean zonal winds are easterly (ii < 0 ) in the northern hemisphere, and westerly
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( Ii > 0 ) in the southern hemisphere (Fig. 3.27a). Thus, the upper-level July-mean

easterly increases with increasing latitude ( ~; < 0, Fig. 3.27a).

On day 50, and day 67 convection is located at 15N, so that the low level- and

upper level- meridional anomaly winds are southerlies and northerlies, respectively (Fig.

3.27b). Thus, during the absence of convection at the equator, the upper-level northerlies

( v' <0 ) induces the negative advection of July-mean zonal winds ( - v' ~; <0 ). This

negative advection of July-mean zonal winds is responsible for the increase of easterly at

the equator on day 50, and day 67. It is again confirmed in figure 3.28 that the increase

of upper-level easterly in the absence of convection at the equator (Fig. 3.28a) is caused

by the sum of the meridional advection of July-mean zonal wind, and the meridional

advection of zonal wind anomalies (Fig. 3.28b). The other terms (Fig. 3.28c) are trivial

in the development of upper-level easterly at the equator on day 50 and day 67.

At lOS, the increase of easterly component in the upper-level zonal winds

(";,' <0, Fig. 3.29a) on day 52 and day 69 are induced by the negative meridional

advection of July-mean zonal winds ( - v'~ <0 ,Fig. 3.29b) and the negative vertical

advection of zonal wind anomalies ( - W ~; <0 ,Fig. 3.2ge),

At 300hPa, the maximum of July-mean westerly is found to the south of 25S,

while the maximum of July-mean easterly is found between ION and 15N (Fig. 3.la).

Thus, the meridional gradient of the July-mean zonal winds at 300hPa is negative
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( ~~ < 0). Since convection is located at 15N, the upper-level meridional winds at lOS

are northerlies (v' < 0). As a result, the meridional advection of July-mean zonal winds

in the upper atmosphere is negative (- v' ~~ <0, Fig. 3.29c), and this negative advection

increases the upper-level easterlies at lOS.

It should be remembered that on day 50 and day 67 the low-level zonal winds at

lOS are easterlies (Figs. 3.2b, and 3.26b). The existence of convection at 15N drives the

low-level southerlies at lOS, and the Coriolis force on this low-level southerlies results in

the low-level easterlies at lOS. The dominance of low-level easterlies at lOS causes the

westerly vertical shear ( aa;; < 0). The combination of the westerly vertical advection

(~; <0) and the July-mean upward motion at lOS ( (J) <0 ,Fig. 3.1d) leads to the

negative vertical advection of zonal wind anomalies ( - (J) ~; <0 , Fig. 3.2ge) on day 50

and day 67. This negative vertical advection is the other reason that upper-level easterlies

increase at lOS on day 50 and day 67.

In figure 3.30 the group made of the meridional advection of July-mean zonal

winds ( - v' ~~ ) and the vertical advection of zonal wind anomalies ( - (() ~; ) (Fig.

3.30b) is compared with the local derivative of upper-level zonal wind anomalies ( a;,' ,

Fig. 3.30a). It is evident that the negative meridional advection of July-mean zonal winds

and the negative vertical advection of zonal wind anomalies ( - v' dU - (J) dU' <0 Fig.oy dp ,
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3.30b) leads the increase of upper-level easterlies in the local derivative (aa~' <0, Fig.

3.30 a).

In summary, in the area north of ION, the vertical advection of July-mean zonal

winds ( - w' ~~ ) accelerates the upper-level westerlies at the center of convection. At

the equator the meridional advection of zonal winds ( - v aa;: - v' ~~ ) enhances the

upper-level easterlies. At lOS, the meridional advection of July-mean zonal winds and

the vertical advection of zonal wind anomalies (

increase of upper-level easterlies.

) are responsible for the

When convection is located in the northern hemisphere, these upper-level

westerlies at the center of convection promote the northward propagation, whereas upper-

level easterlies at the equator and in the southern hemisphere facilitate the new

development of convection. Especially, the increase of upper-level easterlies induced by

the vertical advection by July-mean rising motion (i.e. ":,' = -(0 t; <0 ) is a unique

feature at lOS.

3.3.7 Impact of July-mean flows on intraseasonal oscillation

From the previous section, it is suggested that the vertical advection of zonal wind

anomalies ( - w ":,; ), and the vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds ( - w' ~; )

are essential for the initiation and the propagation of convection, respectively. In this
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section, it is attempted to confinn this suggestion using six experiments. In each

experiment, the vertical advection of zonal wind anomalies ( - w t; ), and the vertical

advection of July-mean zonal winds ( - w' ~; ) are artificially enhanced or reduced.

In three experiments, the vertical advection of zonal wind anomalies ( - w t~ ) is

set to be 0% (Exp.1), 30% (Exp.2), and 70% (Exp.3) of the original value. That is

Exp.l

Exp.2

Exp.3

-wou*OOdp •

-w du"*03dP •

-w t;*0.7

(3.20a)

(3.20b)

(3.20c).

By comparing results among exptl, expt2, and expt3, one may identify the effect

of the vertical advection of zonal wind anomalies on the intraseasonal oscillation. When

- (J) ¥ is set to be zero, the initial disturbance produced on day 1 is dissipated by day

10 (Fig. 3.31a). When the magnitude - w t; is increased from 30% (Fig. 3.31b) to 70%

(Fig. 3.31c) the frequency of convection increases, as well as the intensity of convection.

It indicates that - w*f plays an important role for the repetition of the life cycle

(periodicity) of convection.

In experiments 4, 5, and 6 the weight of the vertical advection of July-mean zonal

winds ( - W' ~; ) is changed from 70% to 140% of its original value. As the weight of

vertical advection increases from 70% (Fig. 3.32a) to 140% (Fig. 3.32c) of the original

value (Fig. 3.32b), the frequence and the propagating velocity increases. It suggests that
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the vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds can affect both the periodicity and the

northward propagation of convection in the northern hemisphere.

3.3.8 Barotropic mode and baroclinic mode in the atmosphere

In this section, the barotropic mode and the baroclinc mode in the atmosphere are

examined. In this examination, the barotropic mode is defined as the sum of any variable

in the upper atmosphere (300hPa) and the lower atmosphere (700hPa), while the

baroclinic mode is defined as the difference in variables between the upper atmosphere

and lower atmosphere. That is

BarotropicMode of X :

BaroclinicMode of X :

X (in 300hPa) + X (in 700hPa)

2
X (in 300hPa) -X (in 700hPa)

2

(3.21a)

(3.21b).

Here, X represents any arbitrary variable. The reason of this classification is that

the barotropic mode and baroclinic mode are connected with the moisture convergence in

the atmospheric boundary layer and in the low level of the atmosphere, respectively.

According to the continuity equation, the barotropic mode of divergence controls

the moisture convergence in the boundary layer. Thus, when the barotropic divergence at

300hPa increases, so does the moisture convergence in the boundary layer. On the other

hand, the increase of divergence at 700hPa enhances the barotropic mode of divergence

Div300hPa +Div700hPa
( 2 ), but reduces the baroclinic mode of divergence
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Div300hPa - Div700hPa
( 2 ), at the same time. As a result, the convergence in the boundary

layer is enhanced, but the convergence at 700hPa is suppressed.

In previous section, the tendency of the precipitation rate is expressed as

-"-Pr",.Q..(-O~-Byu')q- +.Q..(_OI>2_Byu')(q- --q)at ayoy leoyoy 2e2

= {~ (- ~)+ ~ (-Byu;) }q,

+{~ (- °o~)+~ (-Byu; )}(qe - q2) (3.14).

Since

I _ U;+U2 + U; -U2u1 - 2 -2-

I _ U;+U2 U;-U2u2 - 2 --2-

11>' = <K+~; + <K-~;
'1'1 2 2

, _ ~+¢1 ~-~;
<P2 - 2 - -2-

the equation (3.14) can be rewritten as

g, pr '" - ~ (~ ¢{:~i + f3y u;:ui )(2q, - (2)

- ~ (~ <K;~; + f3y U;;Ui )(q2)

(3.22a),

(3.22b),

(3.22c),

(3.22d)

(3.23)

The first term - .Q.. (.Q.. ~; +~; + f3y u; +u; )(2q- - q-) ,indicates the moisture'ayoy2 2 e 2

convergence induced by the barotropic mode of the atmosphere (barotropic mode of

moisture convergence, hereafter), and the second term, -t(;y ~;;~; + f3y u;;u; )(q2) ,

represents the moisture convergences due to the baroclinic mode of the atmosphere

(baroclinic mode of moisture convergence, hereafter).
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In figure 3.33, the baroc1inic mode of moisture convergence

- :, (;y ~(;~; + f3y u,;u, )CQ2) , and precipitation rate are shown for day 65, day 67, and

day 69. At each day the maximum of baroc1inic moisture convergence is found at the

center of convection. The symmetry of the moisture convergence with respect to the

convective center implies that the baroclinic mode may not be influential on the

propagation of convection.

For examples, when the latent heat is released at the center of convection, the

rising air-parcel is concentrated in the upper level of the atmosphere. Thus, the horizontal

divergence and convergence develop in the upper- and the lower- atmosphere,

respectively. The upper-level divergence and the low-level convergence drive more

moisture into the convective center, so that convection becomes intensified. In this case,

convection is intensified by the baroc1inic mode, since the sign of geopotential gradient

force in the upper atmosphere is opposite to that in the lower atmosphere. As a result,

the baroclinic mode tends to intensify the existing convection.

Shown in figure 3.34 is the barotropic mode of moisture convergence

- ;y (~ ~;;~; + f3y u;;u; )(2qe - (2) at day 65, day 67, and day 69. In the case of

barotropic mode, moisture convergence (divergence) is found in the area north (south) of

convection. This asymmetry in the barotropic mode of the moisture convergence with

respect to the convective center leads convection northward. Why does the barotropic

mode have the asymmetric structure of moisture convergence with respect to the

convective center? It turns out that in the barotropic mode, the moisture convergence due
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to the Coriolis force [- ;y (f3y UJ~U; )(2qe - (2)' Fig. 3.35] is more dominant than that

induced by the geopotential gradient force [ - ;y (;y ¢;;¢; )(2qe - q2) , Fig. 3.36]. Thus,

when the barotropic zonal winds are westerlies ( U; ;u; > 0) at the center of convection,the

Coriolis force on these westerlies produces the barotropic mode of divergence

[- ;y (f3y .':., )(2q, - (2)] to the north of convective center. Eventually, this barotropic

mode of divergence generates the moisture convergence at the boundary layer and forces

convection to move northward.

In fact, when convection is located in the northern hemisphere the barotropic

mode of zonal wind is westerly ( .J;u; > 0) at the center of convection. It is due to the

fact that even in the barotropic mode, the tendency of zonal wind ( a;,' , Fig. 3.37a) is

strongly governed by the vertical advection of July-mean zonal wind ( - 0/ ~; , Fig.

3.37b). At the center of convection in the northern hemisphere, the rising motion advects

the July-mean westerlies throughout layers. Since westerly anomalies increase in both the

upper and lower level of the atmosphere due to the vertical advection of July-mean

westerlies, the barotropic mode of wind becomes westerly.

It should be remembered that the increase of upper-level westerlies at the center of

convection induces the upper-level divergence to the north of convection in the northern

hemisphere. It is also mentioned that the vertical advection of the July-mean zonal winds

is critical for the intensification of upper-level westerlies at the convective center.
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Similarly, the barotropic mode of the vertical advection of July-mean zonal

winds induces the barotropic mode of divergence to the north of convection by increasing

the westerlies at the center of convection in both layers. As a result, the divergence in

both layers to the north of convection generates the moisture convergence in the

atmospheric boundary layer.

While westerlies in the barotropic mode is found at the center of convection in the

northern hemisphere, the barotropic mode of zonal wind at the equator and at lOS

becomes easterly, similar to zonal wind at 300hPa. The increase of easterly in the

barotropic mode at the equator ( a;" + a;,' < 0, Pig. 3.38a) is caused by the negative

the negative meridional advection of July mean zonal winds, and the negative vertical

d . fl' d I' ( , au, ' au, - au; - au, 0 P' 3 39b)a vectlOn 0 zona WIn anoma les - VI ay - v2 ay - (01 ap - (02 ap < , Ig..

accelerate the easterly in the barotropic mode (a;,; + a;,' < 0, Pig. 3.39a). At both

latitudes, the tendency of zonal winds in the barotropic mode is similar to the tendency of

upper-level zonal winds, discussed in the previous section.
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3.4 Simulation of intraseasonal oscillation with the ocean mixed layer

3.4.1 Variation of precipitation rate, latent heat flux, and sea surface

temperature

In this section the simulation from the 2D model with the interactive SST is

presented. The effect of the ocean mixed layer on the intraseasonal oscillation is

discussed. The influence of the evaporation, and the influence of sea surface temperature

gradient are assessed, separately.

Shown in figure 3.40 are (a) precipitation rate, (b) latent heat flux, and (c) surface

temperature from the 2D model with ocean mixed layer (interactive SST). Compared to

the case without ocean mixed layer, three differences are found. First, the magnitude of

precipitation is increased significantly. Second, the period between convection has

increased to 30days in the northern hemisphere. Third, the propagation of convection

becomes continuous starting from 5N.

In figure 3.40b, the latent heat flux (LHFL) increases associated with convection.

Between convection, latent heat flux is negative, indicating that heat flux is going into the

ocean. The 30day oscillation of the surface temperature is shown in figure 3.40c. As

convection develops in the northern hemisphere the interaction between ISO winds and

July-meau winds enhances the evaporation, which reduces the surface temperature.

3.4.2 Influence ofmixed layer on intraseasonal oscillation

In the previous section three changes in precipitation rate are discussed. In this

section the physical mechanism of those chauges is explained. It is already discussed that
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the interactive SST changes the period and the intensity of the oscillation. The period of

precipitation increases from 17 days to 28 days after the interactive SST is incorporated.

In the case of the 2D model without the interactive SST, the moisture

convergence induced by winds is the main source of convection. Thus, the divergence

(convergence) in the barotropic mode to the north of convection enhances (suppresses)

the moisture convergence in the boundary layer in the region north of convection, and

facilitates the northward propagation of convection.

When the air-sea interaction is incorporated the duration of convection depends

on not only the moisture convergence but also the increase of moisture supply by the

latent heat flux. To the south (north) of convection, the low- level winds are westerlies

(easterlies) in the northern hemisphere. Since the July mean zonal winds in low

atmosphere are westerlies, the interaction between basic state winds and wind anomalies

result in the increase (decrease) of evaporation south (north) of the convective center.

Consequently, the increase of moisture supply behind convection, as well as the decrease

of moisture supply ahead of convection hampers the northward movement of convection.

In order to examine the effect of evaporation on the precipitation, the precipitation

rate is simulated for different weights of evaporation (Fig. 3.41). In experiments, 0%

(Fig. 3.41a), 50% (Fig. 3.41b), and 100% (Fig. 3.41c) of evaporation is allowed in the

simulation of the precipitation rate, respectively. It should also be noticed that in above

three experiments, the influence of sst I gradient in the boundary layer is excluded, since

the purpose of these experiments is to determine the effect of evaporation on the increase

of available moisture.
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It is evident that when the weight of evaporation increases, the period of the

oscillation increases, while the propagation speed of convection decreases. As mentioned

before, the increase of evaporation associated with the strong winds in convection draws

the moisture from the ocean surface to the atmosphere, and this supply of moisture

increases the duration of convection. As a result, the northward movement of convection

is delayed, and the period of convection increases.

Now, the effect of sst' gradient on the convergence in the boundary layer is

examined in figure 3.42. Throughout these experiments, 100% of evaporation is used,

while the sst' gradient in the Ekman velocity equation (Eq. 3.4) changes from 0% (Fig. 3.

42a) to 200% (Fig. 3 42c) of the original value (Fig. 3.42b).

That is

W' = D a2~; + D ~ - R(}',-1',) [D 2!.Ht + D .Qw:]* 00 in Fig.3.42a
e 3 ily2 4 ay 2P. 3 al 4 ily •

w' = D a2~; + D ~ - R(}',-P.) [D a2
sst' +D .Qw:] *lOin Fig.3.42b

e 3 al 4 rJy 2P. 3 ily2 4 ay .

W ' = D a2~; + D a~; - R(P,-1',) [D a2sst' + D asst'] *2 0 . F' 3 42
e 3 al 4 ily 21', 3 ily2 4 ily • In 19.. c.

As the influence of sst' gradient increases from 0% to 200%, the frequency of

oscillation increases, and the duration of convection decreases. The negative sst' behind

convection, and the positive sst' ahead of convection produces the sst' gradient force that

enhances the convergence ahead of convection. As a result, the new convection can be

easily developed ahead of the existing convection. In addition, when convection is located

at l5N, the positive sst' near the equator enhances the convergence in the boundary layer

and facilitates the initiation of convection near the equator.
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3.5 Conclusion

In this section the physical mechanism of the initiation and the northward

propagation of convection in zonally averaged model (2D model) is summarized.

Why is the new convection in the southern hemisphere initiated in the latitude

between lOS and the equator?

The reason is that in the southern hemisphere the maximum of July-mean upward

motion (W <0) is found at lOS . When convection is located at l5N, the July-

mean upward motion at lOS induces the negative vertical advection of zonal

wind anomalies ( - OJ ~;' <0). As a result, the increase of upper-level easterlies

is found at lOS. The Coriolis force on these upper-level easterlies strengthens the

upper-level northerlies ( - Byu'<0) at lOS ( Fig. 3.43a). Consequently, the

increase of northerlies at lOS derives the upper-level divergence to the north of

lOS, and this upper-level divergence induces the moisture convergence in the

boundary layer that initiates convection (Fig. 3.43a).

Why does convection in the northern hemisphere propagates northward?

Convection in the northern hemisphere propagates northward due to the positive

vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds ( - OJ' ~; >0) at the center of

convection. Due to this positive vertical advection upper-level westerlies increase

at the center of convection (Fig. 3.43b). The Coriolis force on the upper-level

westerlies (- Byu'<0) in the northern hemisphere induces the increase of

northerlies at the center of convection (Fig. 3.43b). Consequently, the upper-level

meridional winds are diverging (converging) to the north (south) of the convective

center. The upper-level divergence to the area north of convection facilitates
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northward propagation of existing convection by inducing the moisture

convergence in the boundary layer.

Why don't we see the consistent northward propagation ofconvection in the
southern hemisphere?

When convection is initiated in the latitude between lOS and 5S, its northward

propagation to the northern hemisphere is not continuous. In the northern

hemisphere, the northward propagation of convection is caused by the vertical

advection of the July-mean zonal winds ( - OJ' ~;). In order for this term to be

influential strong rising motion at the center of convection, and large vertical

shear are needed. Since the July-mean specific humidity in the southern

hemisphere is not as high as that in the northern hemisphere, the intensity of

convection is not strong enough to produce the strong rising motion at the center

of convection. In addition, the vertical shear of the July-mean zonal winds in the

latitude between lOS and the equator is much smaller than that in the northern

hemisphere (Fig. 3.1 c). Lastly, the tendency of upper-level divergence induced

by the Coriolis force ( - ;y {3yu') is reduced to be ( - {3 u' ), since the magnitude

of Coriolis parameter (fly) is reduced significantly near the equator.

(i.e. -t, fJyu' = -fJ u' - fJy ~;

=-fJu')

• The baroclinic mode of atmosphere tends to intensify the existing convection,

whereas the barotropic mode of atmosphere induces propagation and initiation of

convection.

• The barotropic mode of the vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds

induces the barotropic mode of divergence to the north of convection by

increasing the westerlies at the center of convection in both layer. As a result, the
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divergence in both layers to the north of convection generates the moisture

convergence in the atmospheric boundary layer, and affects convection to move

northward.

• The effect of the increase (decrease) in evaporation to the south (north) of

convection in the northern hemisphere delays the northward propagation of the

convection.

• The sst' gradient force induced by cold sst' (warm sst') in the region behind (a

head of) convection enhances the boundary layer convergence north of

convection, and promotes the northward propagation of the convection.

• The effect of evaporation and the sst' gradient on convection is opposite with

each other. In the 2D model, the total effect of this air-sea interaction is the

increase of period and the intensity of oscillation, as well as the slight decrease in

the propagation speed. In addition, the northward movement of convection from

5N to 20N is more continuous with air-sea interaction than that without the air-sea

interaction.
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CHAPTER 4

BOREAL SUMMER INTRASEASONAL OSCILLATION IN THE
THREE DIMENSIONAL INTERMEDIATE MODEL

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation is examined with three

dimensional intermediate modeL The main difference between two dimensional model

(2D model), and three dimensional model (3D model) is that the 3D model includes

large-scale atmospheric wave dynamics. The importance of large-scale atmospheric

dynamics on the intraseasonal oscillation is debatable. Hu and Randall (1994, 1995) used

a highly simplified radiative-convective model to show that low-frequency oscillations

can be produced in radiative-convective systems with active surface evaporation. The

success of their simulation, in which dynamics and its interaction with convection is

deliberately omitted, suggests that the oscillation can occur without support from large-

scale dynamics. Wang and Xie (1996), however, contend that the initiation of the

equatorial disturbance over the Indian Ocean may be caused by the westward propagation

of moist Rossby waves in an intermediate modeL Consequently, they argued that an

atmospheric wave dynamics are an important component of the intraseasonal oscillation.

Another basic difference between the 2D and 3D models is that zonal variation is

included in the 3D modeL In other words, in the 2D model, the meridional variation of

meridional winds governs the initiation and the propagation of convection. In the 3D

model, however, the variation of zonal winds are as important as that of meridional
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winds, since the divergence and advection rely on the variation of both zonal and

meridional wind fields.

It is suggested that the basic state through the vertical and horizontal advection

can enhance or reduce the intraseasonal winds. In the 3D model, the zonal variation of

the basic state is included, so that the structure of mean state is more complicated.

Furthermore, in the 2D model the zonal geopotential gradient is excluded in zonal

momentum equation. Thus, the vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds governs

most of the variation of zonal wind anomalies. In the 3D model the presence of the zonal

geopotential gradient force may change the relative importance among terms in the zonal

wind momentum equation, and change the impact of July-mean state on the oscillation.

The air-sea interaction in the 2D model results in the increase of oscillation period

and the intensity, as well as the improvement of the propagation from 5N to 20N. In the

3D model more extensive analysis on the effect of SST is conducted. For example, by

applying different weight for each term in the Ekman pumping velocity, the effect of SST

anomalies in the atmospheric boundary layer is examined.

In order to understand the differences between the mechanisms of the 2D and 3D

models, results from the 3D model will be described by the spatial and temporal variation

among precipitation, zonal winds, and meridional winds. When the atmospheric winds

are described each component of the momentum equation will be illustrated. By

examining components of zonal and meridional momentum equations, the components

that contribute to the zonal-, and meridional- propagation of convection can be identified.
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Once the physical mechanism of the meridional propagation of convection is identified, it

is compared with that from the 2D model.

4.2 Model

4.2.1 Three dimensional intermediate model

The basic difference between the 2D and 3D models is that in the 3D model zonal

variation of atmospheric and mixed layer variables are included. Accordingly, the zonal

advection, zonal divergence and zonal geopotential gradient force are produced in the 3D

model. The basic features of the 3D model are the same as the 2D model. The model

consists of 2-level free atmosphere, and one boundary layer. Momentum and continuity

equations are written at the upper and lower level of free atmosphere, and the

thermodynamic and hydrodynamic equations are written in the middle level (level

between upper- and lower-levels). Those linearized primitive equations in a P

coordinate, equatorial fJ-plan are (Wang and Xie, 1997):

:I' _':'I' I:\.- ':'I' 1::1- _:'II ,:-.-

J!!L - -u II!L - U .!!!L - VJ!!L - V .!!!L - W J!!L - W .!!!L
ill - ax ilx ily i)y ilp ilp

B ' af ' V'[72'+ yv --:iX-IOU +n..v U,

ilv' = -u ill _ U' ilii _ Vilv' _ v' aii - W {)y' - W' ilii
ill ax ilx i)y ily ilp ilp

- Byu' - ilf - ev'+ K\l2v'ily ,

ilT' __-ilT' _ 'ilT _ -.i!L._ 'i!f.+LSw'+.f..S'wa,- u ilx u ax v ay v ily R R

+ g' - /-IT' + K\l 2T',
p

ilu' + ilv' + ilw' = 0ax i)y ap ,
ilf __ RT'
-ap- p'
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where overbars and primes represent basic-state and perturbation quantity; u, v, w, <1>,

and T denote zonal and meridional winds, vertical pressure velocity, geopotential, and

temperature; E, I-L and R are the Rayleigh friction coefficient, Newtonian cooling

coefficient, and specific gas constant; K is the horizontal momentum or thermal diffusion

coefficient; and S is the dry static stability parameter. The condensational heating at the

middle atmosphere Pm is expressed as

(4.2)

where Q: represents the irreversible condensational heating; b measures the ratio of the

amount of water vapor that condenses out to that moistening the atmosphere; L, is the

latent heat; ~p is the half-depth of the free atmosphere; w'm and w', represent vertical

pressure velocities at the middle atmosphere Pm and the top of the boundary layer P"

respectively; and if" if2 ' and ifl are specific humidity of the basic state in the boundary

layer, the lower and upper troposphere, respectively.

The governing equations in the barotropic boundary layer can be described as

(Wang and Li, 1993):

Byv' - ii~; + R(p, - p,) ii,,( E u' 0
B iJx 2p, iix x B =

_ Byu' - a~; +R(p,-p,) asst' Eyv
B
' = 0

B ay 2p, iJy

, _ ( )( au;' av;' )
we - Ps - Pe a;-+ay

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

(4.3c).

where Psis pressure at the model surface; <1>', denotes perturbation geopotential at P,; u'B

and v'B are vertically averaged perturbation zonal and meridional winds in the boundary
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layer; sst' represents perturbation sea surface temperature(SST); and Ex and Ey are

Rayleigh friction coefficients in the zonal and meridional directions.

From (4.3), the Ekman pumping velocity can be written as

(j)' = D d'~; + D d~; + D d'~; + D d~;
e 1 ih2 2 ox 3 oy2 4 ay

_ R(P,-Pe ) [D d'",' + D d",' + D d'SS" + D dSst'] (44)
2Pe 1 ih2 2 ox 3 ay2 4 oy .

where the coefficients are

(P,-Pe)Ey

E E +B'y'x y

D = (P,-P,)B
2 E E +B'y', ,

D = _ (P,-Pe)E,
3 E E +B'y', ,

2(P,-Pe)B'y'
(Ex Ey +B2 /)2

D - 2(P,-Pe)E,B'y
4 - (E,Ey+B'y')' .

Due to mass conservation in a vertical column, the Ekman pumping velocity in the

barotropic boundary layer is related to free atmosphere convergence as following:

,
W' =-8 ~ (dU; + a,; ), PL..J dX 1y

k=1

(4.5).

Combining (4. 4) and (4.5) leads to an elliptical equation for <I>', :

D d'~; + D d~; +D d'~; + D a~;
IdX' 'ax 3iJy' 4dy

2
= -M" (~+ a,;) + R(p,-Pel [D d''St' +D dSst']

£oJ dX iJy 2Pe 1 ax' 2 ilK
k=1

+ R(P,-Pel [D d'sst' +D dSst'] (46)
2Pe 3 iJy' 4 iJy • •

Here, the assumption, <1>', = <1>', is made in order to close a set of equations.
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In order to incorporate the air-sea interaction into the 3D models, sst' is approximated as

followings (Wang and Xie, 1998):

For the mean surface temperature ( sst) greater than or equal to 22 0 C

"'''' =D (QU; + "';) - D (sgn* /(u' * 04)2 * (sst - 20)3t rad dx Or eva 1J 2 .

+ ~(U2 *0.4)2 * sst') -/-Iosst' (4.7a)

aa~" =D'od(Q~ + Q~)-D,,,,, *1.8*(sgn*~(u; *0.4)2) (4.7b).

where u2 and V2are low- level zonal wind and meridional wind, respectively; sgn>O, when

u*u '20 , otherwise sgn<O; Pa is air density in the atmospheric boundary layer; and

D,odJ and D"a are, respectively, the mixed layer heating coefficients associated with

radiation and evaporation processes. These coefficients are defined by

D"" =O.622(J-A)S)'/Pocji
Dm =PoCELCKq I Poc)i

Po =y IPoc)i

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

(4.8c)

where A and So are surface albedo and the downward solar radiation flux reaching sea

surface under clear sky; Po and Cw are the density and heat capacity of water; h represents

the mean depth of the mixed layer; CE and L, are moisture exchange coefficient and latent

heat; Ameasures the proportionality between perturbation cloudiness and surface wind

convergence; Kq=8.9 x 10-4 K' (Wang and Li, 1993), and y=1.8Wm,2K' (Seager et al.
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1988). The dimension of the model is 50 in longitude and 2 0 in latitude. The zonal

boundary condition is periodic around the globe. At the meridional boundaries the fluxes

of mass, momentum, and heat normal to the boundary vanish.

4.2.2 Basic state

The basic state of the 3D model is derived from the same source as the 2D model.

That is, the climatological July-mean circulation of the European Center for Medium

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) data is used for the period 1979-92. The specific

humidity is calculated based on surface air temperature and dew point temperature from

ECMWF data for July. In figure 4.1 the July-mean specific humidity (Fig. 4.1a), July

mean winds at 850hPa (Fig. 4.1b), and 200hPa (Fig. 4.1bc) are shown. The vertical shear

of zonal- and meridional winds in the Indian region (60E-120E) from the equator to 20N is

the easterly shear (easterly increases with height), and the northerly shear (northerly

increases with height), respectively (figure not shown).

4.3 Intraseasonal oscillation in 3 D model without the ocean mixed layer

4.3.1 The life cycle of low-level winds, and precipitation in the intraseasonal

oscillation

Sequential maps of the low-tropospheric winds and precipitation rate associated

with the intraseasonal oscillation are shown in figure 4.2. The initial perturbation is same

as that in the study by Wang and Xie (1997). That is the initial wind perturbation is purely

zonal and has a cosine shape in both the zonal and meridional direction (Fig. 4.2a). The
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geopotential and temperature fields are determined by semigeostrophic and hydrostatic

balances.

After the initial perturbation is located at 40E, winds and precipitation cell

propagate eastward so that on day 4, the maximum precipitation is found at 60E. At the

same time, the disturbance of winds and precipitation at 60E is divided into three cells.

The first one, which is originated from the initial perturbation, is located at the equator,

while the second and the third ones are located at l5N and lOS, respectively (Fig. 4.2b).

The precipitation cell located at the equator moves eastward, and reaches180E on

day 13 (Fig. 4.2c). Meanwhile, the off-equatorial westward propagation cells are found

near 120E. Both the dipole structure of precipitation cells at 60E, and the equatorial

disturbance weaken on day19 (Fig. 4.2d), and disappear on day 20 (Fig. 4.2e). On day 22

the only disturbance found is the westward propagating off equatorial disturbance covering

from 75E to 120E (Fig. 4.2f).

The disturbance keeps moving westward, and on day 25 the center of maximum

precipitation is located at 16N and 75E (Fig. 4.2g). The disturbance has intensified when

it reaches between 60E and 75E on day 25 (Fig. 4.2g). After the northern part of

precipitation has intensified by day 28, the new disturbance developes in the southern

hemisphere between lOS and the equator (Fig. 4.2h). On day31 disturbance in the southern

hemisphere starts moving toward the equator, and disturbance at the equator along 105E

is intensified (Fig. 4.2i). While this disturbance propagates eastward along the equator

from day 31 to day 40, a series of off-equatorial disturbances is emanated from the

equatorial disturbance on day 40 (Fig. 4.2j).
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The general feature found in the life cycle of convection of the intraseasonal time

scale is same as that described in the study of Wang and Xie (1997). That is, the Kelvin

wave-like disturbance at the equator propagates eastward, and emanates Rossby-wave-like

off equatorial disturbances near l20E. These off-equatorial disturbances propagate

westward, and reach the Indian Ocean, near 60E. While the off-equatorial convection

dissipates in the Indian Ocean, the new convection is initiated at the equator and

propagates eastward.

4.3.2 Longitudinal variation ofprecipitation and low-level winds

In this section, the longitudinal variation of precipitation, low-level zonal and

meridional winds at different latitudes are discussed. The cross section along the specific

latitude facilitates the identification of the origin of disturbance in a certain latitude. For

example, at 70E and15N there are two types of disturbances (Fig. 4.3a). The first type of

disturbance originates from the western Pacific, around 110E on day 17, day 42, and day

70. This type of disturbance moves westward and intensifies near 60E on day 27 and day

50. The second type of disturbance is found near 70E, l5N on day 8, day 37, and day 62

(Fig. 4.3a). Different from the first type, the zonal movement of these disturbances is

insignificant.

At the equator the maximum precipitation rate at 70E is found on day 6, day 30,

and day 57 (Fig. 4.3b). These disturbances originate from 70E, and propagate eastward

till they reach the dateline. At the equator, stationary disturbances at 70E are also found
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on day IS, day 37, and day 65. AlonglOS eastward propagating disturbances start from

60E on day 5, day 34, and day 60 (Fig. 4.3c).

The life cycle of convection illustrated in figure 4.3 is consistent with the life

cycle shown in figure 4.2. For example, the eastward moving convection along the

equator shown in Fig. 4.3b represents the first half of the life cycle. The westward moving

convection in Fig. 4.3c indicates the last half of the cycle, in which the off-equatorial

disturbance is emanated from eastward propagation convection near IIDE, and propagates

westward along 18N.

4.3.3 Meridional variation ofprecipitation and low-level winds

In order to compare results from the 3D model with those from the 2D model,

precipitation rate, low-level zonal winds, and low- level meridional winds are zonally

averaged over the domain from 60E to lODE (Fig. 4.4). The basic difference between the

2D and 3D models is found in the meridional structure of the precipitation rate (Fig. 4.4a).

Not only northward moving disturbances are detected with a period of 25 days, but also

meridionally stationary disturbances are found at 20N.

These stationary disturbances near 20E are a result of the westward propagating

convection along 15N shown in figure 4.3a. When convection is emanated from the

equatorial convection and moves westward, crossing the longitude of lODE, it is already

located in the northern hemisphere. Therefore, when the results from the three dimensional

model are zonally averaged over the longitude from 60E to lODE, convection in this zonally

averaged intraseasonal oscillation seems to be meridionally stationary near 20N.
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The maximum amplitude in zonal winds is found at 15N (Fig. 4.4b). The positive

zonal wind anomalies are found south of the maximum precipitation. At the same time,

winds in the southern hemisphere (5S-lOS) are easterlies. In both hemispheres, low-level

meridional winds change from northerlies to southerlies upon an arrival of convection.

4.3.4 The physical mechanism ofpropagation

The propagation of convection in the 3D model consists of three directions, such

as eastward, westward, and northward propagation. Along the equator, the eastward

propagation of convection is dominant. This eastward propagating disturbance is well

known as a Kelvin wave type disturbance. The Kelvein wave is a gravity wave, and

propagates eastward along the equator due to its boundary condition. Since the

characteristic of the Kelvin wave is already well known, the focus of this section is given

to the physical mechanism of northward and westward propagation of convection.

In the model, precipitation rate (Pr) is determined by the moisture convergence in

the atmospheric boundary layer, and in the lower level (700hPa) of free atmosphere.

That is

P _ (P P )( au; ilv;)- A D(~ ~)f-- ,- e ax+ay- qe- ur ax + ay q2 (4.9)

where subscription e and 2 indicate the boundary layer and low-level

atmosphere(700hPa), respectively; qe and q2 are specific humidity of July-mean

climatology in boundary layer and low atmosphere; and t>P is the half-depth of the free

atmosphere.
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The divergence in the boundary layer is balanced by the convergence in upper

atmosphere or in lower atmosphere, that is

b.P{(aU; + aVi) + (aU, + aV,)} =_ (P _ P )(aU; + aV;)ax ily ax ay s e ax ily (4. 10).

Here, the subscription 1 indicates the upper level of atmosphere (300hPa). Substituting

(4.10) to (4.9) gives

The second term on the rhs of (4.11 ) can be rewritten as

By substituting (4.12) into (4.11), we get

(4.11).

(4.12).

Pr = 2b.P{tx (Ui;U,) + ~ C;;V') }qe

- M{.t (U;;U') - .t (ui;u,) + ~ Ci;V,) - :/vi;v, )}q2

=M{tx(U;;U,)+ ~ C:;V')}(2qe -q2)

+M{tx("i;u,)+ ~ C:;V')}Q2 (4.13).

When the barotropic mode (N) and baroclinic mode (A) of arbitrary variable(A) are

defined as

Barotropic mod e of A: A+ = AI~A,

Baroclinic mod e of A: A- = \A2
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the equation (4. 13) becomes

(4.15).

The first term and second term in (4.15) indicate moisture convergence associated

with the barotropic mode and the baroc1inic mode of the atmosphere. The barotropic

mode of divergence is connected with the convergence in the boundary layer as shown in

(4.10). For example, when the divergence prevails in both the upper level and lower level

of the atmosphere, a strong convergence develops in the boundary layer in order to

balance the divergence in the atmosphere. This strong moisture convergence in the

atmospheric boundary layer may initiate convection.

Once convection develops, the release of the latent heat inside convection lifts

the air parcel, so that the pressure in the upper atmosphere increases. The increase of

pressure in upper atmosphere results in the upper-level divergence, and this upper-level

divergence facilitates the increase in the low-level convergence. In this case, the upper

level divergence and the low-level convergence increase the upward motion, and intensify

convection. This is how the baroclinic mode of divergence enhances the existing

convection.

In chapter 2, the barotropic and baroclinic modes of atmosphere in the 2D model

were examined. It was found that the barotropic mode of atmospheric divergence

initiates convection, and the baroclinic mode plays a part in intensifying the existing

convection. In following sections, the role of barotropic and baroc1inic modes on the

propagation and the intensity of convection is analyzed.
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4.3.4 (a) Physical mechanism ofwestward propagation

In the 3D model, convection propagates along not only the meridional direction

but also the zonal direction. Note that in nature the eastward propagation of convection

along the equator occurs throughout the entire year, while, the northward and westward

propagation of convection is a distinct features of the boreal summer intraseasonal

oscillation. The physical mechanism of the northward and westward propagation of

convection is a main focus of this study, since the eastward propagation is primarily

determined by Kelvin wave-like propagation.

In order to understand the westward moving component of convection, equation

(4.15) is modified as the following. That is,

(4.16a).

In (4.16a), the local variation of precipitation rate ( air: )depends on the local variation of

the barotropic and baroclinic modes of the atmosphere.

In figure 4.5 the variation of moisture convergence due to the changes in the

barotropic mode of divergence (barotropic moisture convergence, hereafter) along 18N

is shown. The local maximum of precipitation rate (_0_), is found near 110E on day 45

(Fig. 4.5a). From day 45 to day 54 (Fig. 4.5d), the precipitation propagates westward

from 110E to 62E.

From day 45 to day 54, the barotropic moisture convergence (_0_) to the west of

the maximum precipitation rate (_0_) increases, while that in the region to the east of

convection decreases. It is suggested that this asymmetrical longitudinal structure of the
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barotropic moisture convergence, with respect to the area of precipitation, is responsible

for the westward movement of the precipitation along 18N.

The barotropic moisture convergence is further analyzed by dividing into the

zonal direction and the meridional direction of moisture convergence. That is

(4.16b).

The first term indicates the barotopic mode of zonal moisture convergence, and the

second term indicates the barotropic mode of meridional moisture convergence.

In figure 4.6, the barotopic mode of zonal moisture convergence (_0_) along 18N

is shown with the precipitation rate(-e-). The increase (decrease) of barotropic moisture

convergence leads (follows) the westward moving convection from day 45 (Fig. 4.6a) to

day 54 (Fig. 4.6d). In the case of the meridional moisture convergence in barotopic mode

(Fig. 4.7), the decrease (increase)ofmoisture convergence (_0_) is located to the west

(east) of convection (_e_). Therefore, according to the above analysis, the barotropic

mode ofzonal moisture convergence seems to be the cause ofthe westward propagation

ofconvection along iSN.

The role of the baroc1inic mode on the westward propagation of convection can

be seen in figure 4.8. The maximum increase of moisture convergence in baroc1inic

mode (_0_) coincides with the center of the precipitation (_0_). Thus, the zonally

symmetrical structure of the moisture convergence, with respect to the convective center,

does not facilitate the propagation of convection in any zonal direction. Instead, the
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baroclinic mode ofmoisture convergence increases the intensity ofthe existing

convection.

So far, it has been proposed that the asymmetrical zonal structure of the barotropic

zonal moisture convergence induces the westward movement of convection. In other

words,

(4.16c).

Then, what generates such a structure? What changes the barotropic mode of zonal

winds, so that the zonal convergence is developed to the west of convection? The

change in barotropic mode of the zonal winds ( af )is dependent on the barotopic mode

of each term in the zonal momentum equation. Thus, (4.la) can be used to determine

which term in the zonal momentum equation produces the barotropic zonal divergence,

thereby leading to moisture convergence in the boundary layer.

In figure 4.9, the barotropic mode of zonal divergence (_0_) produced by each term

in the momentum equation is shown. It is the barotropic mode of vertical advection of

July-mean zonal winds ( - OJ; ~; - OJ~ ~; ) that induces the barotropic zonal divergence

(convergence) to the west (east) of convection (Fig. 4.ge). In July the easterly vertical

shear ( ~; > 0) is dominant in the mean state along l8N. Thus, the strong rising motion

( OJ; <0, and OJ; < °)at the center of convection transfers the low-level July-mean
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westerly momentum throughout convection. As a result, the westerly anomalies in both

layers increase at the center of convection. Since the maximum increase of westerlies is

found at the center of convection, divergence (convergence) of zonal winds develops to

the west (east) side of the convective center. This barotropic zonal divergence

(convergence) to the west (east) of convection enhances (reduces) the moisture

convergence in the atmospheric boundary layer, so that convection can propagate

westward. That is

l8N; ~ >0, w; < 0, and w~ <° (convection center)

:. Of = -w; ~~ -w; ~~ > ° (4.17).

It should be noted that the vertical advection inside convection exhibits the same

sign in both layers, while the sign of geopotential gradient force and the Coriolis force in

lower atmosphere is opposite to that in the upper atmosphere. Due to its barotropic

nature, the vertical advection term (Fig. 4.ge) becomes the most dominant term in the

barotropic mode of zonal momentum equation.

4.3.4 (b) Physical mechanism ofnorthward propagation

There are two basic differences between the 20 and 3D models in the northward

propagation of convection. First, when northward moving convection in the 20 model

reaches the latitude at 16N, it generates the new convection in the southern hemisphere

near lOS. In the 3D model, however, the initiation of the new convection near lOS is due

to the westward moving Rossby-wave-like convection, whose southern part is intensified

as convection approaches the Indian Ocean.
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When the Rossby-wave-like convection emanates from the equaotrial Kelvin

wave-like convection and propagates westward from 180E to the Indian Ocean,

convection in the southern hemisphere is too weak to be noticed. However, when

convection in the northern hemisphere reaches the Indian Ocean and intensifies, the

southern convection becomes strong, as well. As convection in both hemisphere stalls at

60E (Fig. 4. lOa), convection in the southern hemisphere is divided to form a new

convective cell at the equator from day 30 (Fig. 4.lOb) to day 32 (Fig. 4.l0d).

The new equatorial convection, then, propagates northeastward from the equator

on day 32 (Fig. 4 lOd) to 7N on day 35 (Fig. 4. 109). After convection reaches the

location of ION, 90E the direction of the propagation changes from northeast to

northwest (Fig. 4.lOh). The northeastward propagation of convection from day 32 (Fig.

4.lOd) to day 35 (Fig. 4. 109) renders the other difference between the 2D and 3D models.

In the 2D model, the northward propagation of convection is found in the latitude north of

lON, and convection at the equator and the southern hemisphere is not organized (Fig. 3.2

). In the 3D model convection in the southern hemisphere and the equator is organized as

well as that in the northern hemisphere (Fig. 4.4) and the northward propagation of

convection from equator to lON is recognizable. Thus, in this section it is attempted to

answer following three equations:

1. What is the difference in the mechanism ofnorthward propagation between

the 2D and 3D models?

2. What is the difference in the initiation of convection between the 2D model

and 3D models?
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In order to answer the first question, one cycle of the northward propagation of

convection from day 25 to day 66 is analyzed. In the 2D model, the northward

propagation of convection is dominant between ION and 25N. In the 3D model the

continuous northward propagation is found from ION to 20N between day 25 and day 66,

and day 44 and day 65.

In figure 4.11, the northward propagation of convection and low-level meridional

wind anomalies are illustrated. On day 25 (Fig. 4. 11a), and day 44 (Fig. 4.11e) the

maximum rate of the precipitation rate is located at 18N. While this convection in the

northern hemisphere dissipates from day 25 (Fig. 4.lla) to day 35 (Fig. 4.11d) and from

day 44 (Fig. 4.11e) to day 61 (Fig. 4.1 Ii), convection in the southern hemisphere moves

northward from 88 on day 25 (Fig. 4.1la) and day 44 (Fig. 4.11e) to 20N on day 44 (Fig.

4.11e) and day 66 (Fig. 4.11k).

The physical mechanism of the northward propagation can be explained using

(4.16a). That is

(4.16a).

The local tendency of the precipitation rate is determined by the moisture convergence

induced by barotropic or baroclinic components of the atmosphere. For instance, when

the divergence in the barotropic mode of the atmosphere increases [ g, {a!e + a,+ }> 0 ],

it induces convergence in the atmospheric boundary layer, and results in the increase of

local precipitation rate ( :, Pr >0).
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In figure 4.12 moisture convergence induced by the divergence of the barotropic

mode of the free atmosphere (_0_) from day 44 to day 66 is shown. When convection is

located at 18N, and 8S on day 44, the maximum increase of moisture convergence is

found to the north of convection, such as the latitudes of 22N and 2S (Fig. 4.12a).

On day 50 convection in the southern hemisphere moves northward to 4S, while

convection in the northern hemisphere intensifies. On this day, the local maximum

increase of moisture convergence is found at 2N and 22N. Again, the maximum increase

of the moisture convergence is located to the north of the existing convection. This

leading of moisture convergence is responsible for the northward propagation of

convection.

On day 59 (Fig. 4.12c), convection resides at 2N. At the same time, the negative

(positive) tendency of the moisture convergence is found at the center (to the north) of

convection. Consequently, the precipitation at the center of convection decreases, while

the precipitation to the north of convection increases. This pattern continues as

convection keeps preceding northward till day 66 (Fig. 4.12g).

This moisture convergence induced by the divergence in the barotropic mode of

free atmosphere can be divided into zonal and meridional direction. That is

(4.16b).

In the 2D model, only the second term in the equation (4.16b) exists. Thus, there

is no divergence in the zonal direction. In the 3D model, however, not only the
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meridional direction but also the zonal direction of divergence should be taken into

account.

In figure 4.13, the tendency of the moisture convergence induced by the

meridional divergence in the barotropic mode of the free atmosphere is presented. The

difference between figure 4. 12 and figure 4.13 is that in figure 4.12 the total effect of

both zonal and meridional divergence in the barotropic mode is considered, whereas in

figure 4.13 the single effect of meridional divergence is studied. The strong similarity

between figure 4.12 and figure 4.13 in the tendency of moisture convergence (_0_) and the

precipitation rate (---) indicates that the divergence in the meridional direction alone can

explain the physical mechanism of the northward propagation.

In summary, the phase difference between the barotropic mode of divergence and

convection in the 20 model drives the propagation of convection. The barotropic mode

of the atmosphere in the 3D model, as well, contributes to the propagation ofconvection

by increasing (decreasing) the moisture convergence to the north of(at the center of)

convection.

It should be remembered that the baroclinic mode of divergence in the 20 model

had a phase lock with the maximum precipitation rate. That is, the baroclinic mode of

free atmosphere renders the maximum increase of moisture convergence at the center of

convection. This phase lock between the tendency of the moisture convergence and

convection is also found in the baroclinic mode of the 30 model.

Shown in figure 4.14 is the tendency ofthe moisture convergence induced by the

baroclinic mode of the atmosphere. As convection propagates from southern hemisphere
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to northern hemisphere from day 44 (Fig. 4. 14a) to day 61 (Fig. 4. 14e), the center of

convection coincides with the increase of the moisture convergence. Since the latent

heat released of condensation inside convection enhances the baroc1inic mode of the free

atmosphere by increasing (decreasing) the upper-level ( lower-level) geopotential, the

strong phase lock between precipitation and the baroc1inic mode of the atmosphere is

expected. This phase lock between the baroclinic mode of free atmosphere and

convection contributes to the intensification of convection, rather than the propagation of

convection.

From day 62 (Fig. 4.14f) to day 66 (Fig. 4. 14g), however, the baroclinic mode of

free atmosphere reduces the moisture convergence at the center of the maximum

precipitation around 20N. The decrease of moisture convergence at the center of

convection are caused by the zonal average data process. In fact, the spatial variation of

moisture convergence by the baroclinic mode on day 62 and day 66 indicates that the

actual center of convection coincides with the increase of the moisture convergence by

the baroclinic mode (figure not shown). In the same latitude, the decrease of moisture

convergence is found in the different longitude (Figure not shown). As a result, when

results are zonally average from 60E to lOOE the center of convection and the decrease of

moisture convergence are found at the same latitude.

So far, it is suggested that the barotropic mode of divergence (convergence) to the

north of (at the center of) convection drives convection to move northward. Then, what

creates this phase lag between the barotropic mode of divergence and the convective

center? Since the moisture convergence of barotropic mode can be written as
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:, Pr '" :, iJ~' (2Q. - (2)

- iJ (iJv" )(2- -) (4 18)-iJy iii Q.-Q2 . ,

the question can be answered by examining which term in the momentum equation

induces the barotropic divergence to the north of the convective center.

The influence of the geopotential force and the Coriolis force on the divergence of

the barotropic mode on day 61 can be estimated from figure 4.15. In Fig. 4.15a, the

divergence induced by the local tendency of the meridional winds is illustrated. In Fig.

4.15b, the divergence of barotropic mode is purely induced by the geopotential gradient

force and the Coriolis force. The local maximum of divergence is found to the north of

the convective center (Fig. 415b). Furthermore, it turns out to be the Coriolis force that

creates the barotropic divergence (convergence) to the north of (to the south of)

convection in the northern hemisphere (Fig. 4.15c).

What is the physical meaning of the barotropic divergence induced by the

Coriolis force ( ;y {- f3yu'+} )? How does the barotropic mode of Coriolis force

( - f3yu'+ ) induce the divergence to the north of the convective center?

In figure 4.16a, the latitudinal variation of barotropic zonal wind anomalies (-0-)

and precipitation rate (---) on day 61 are shown. In the northern hemisphere, the strongest

barotropic westerlies are found at ION, where the local maximum of the precipitation rate

is located. These barotropic westerlies ( ul+ > 0 ) at the center of convection and the

positive Coriolis parameter of the northern hemisphere ( f3y > 0 ) induce the acceleration

of the barotropic northerlies ( - f3yu l+ < 0 , Fig. 4.16b ) at the center of convection.
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That is

a ,. {3'+-'-==- yu <0
~ ' u'+ > 0, and {3y> 0 at ION (4.19).

This increase of barotropic northerlies at the center of convection produces the divergence

to the north of the convective center (Fig. 4.16b).

Up to this point, it is explained that the barotropic westerlies associated with

convection is responsible for the barotropic divergence to the north of convection. Then,

why does the barotropic westerlies develop associated with convection? To answer this

equation the momentum equation of barotropic zonal winds is examined in figure 4.17.

The most significant component in accelerating the westerlies at the center of convection

(Fig. 4.17a) is the vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds (Fig. 4.17d).

In the northern hemisphere, especially near ION, the easterly vertical shear is

dominant in the July-mean wind field. In other words, July-mean zonal winds are

westerlies (easterlies) in the lower (upper) atmosphere. When convection develops, the

upward motion at the center of convection ( Q)' < 0 ) brings the westerly momentum of

July-mean zonal winds throughout convection. As a result, the atmosphere at the center

of convection experiences the increase of westerlies throughout the atmosphere.

au" == (-w' aU)+ > 0 .. w' < 0 and au> 0 at ION (4.20)c)r up ,. , op

It is suggested that the physical mechanism of the northward propagation from

ION to higher latitudes in the 3D model is the same as that of the 2D model. A particular

feature of the 3D model, however, is the northward propagating convection crossing the
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equator on day 59 (Fig. 4.18). Since the Coriolis parameter is trivial ( f3y "" 0 ) near the

equator, the effect of the Coriolis force ( - {3yu" ) on the northward propagation near

the equator is minimal. In fact, the barotropic divergence, produced by the Coriolis force

(Fig. 4.18d) at 8S is stronger than that at 8N. When convection is located at the equator,

zonal advection terms ( - II ~: , - u' ~~ ) increase (suppress) the barotropic divergence to

the north (south) of the equator (Fig. 4.18c). The same feature is also found at day 29

(Fig. 4.19). That is zonal advection terms ( - II ~: ,- u' ~~ ) increase (suppress) the

barotropic divergence to the north (south) of the equator and facilitate the northward

propagation of the convection across the equator (Fig. 4.l9c)

4.3.4 (c) Physical mechanism ofnortheastward propagation

Figure 4.19 suggestes that the northward propagation of convection near the

equator is strongly influenced by the zonal advection ( - u t: ,- u' ~:). In figure 4.20,

the barotropic mode of meridional divergence tendency [ ~ (a);;+ ), Fig. 4.20a] and the

affect of zonal advection on the barotropic mode of meridional divergence tendency

[ ~ (-u + a);:+ - u'+ ~:), Fig. 4.20b] are presented. In both Fig. 4.20a,b the increase of

divergence is found to the northeastern part of the equatorial convection. It indicates that

the zonal advection induces not only northward, but also eastward propagation when

convection is located near the equator. Among the two types of the zonal advection, it is
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the zonal advection by the July-mean zonal winds [ ~ (-u ~)+, Fig. 4.20c] that

produces the positive divergence tendency to the northeastern part of equatorial

convection [(~ ~'t >0, Fig. 4.20a]. How is the divergence in the northeastern

direction produced? It can be explained by examining the divergence at 700hPa and

300hPa, induced by the zonal advection as shown in Fig. 4.2Oc.

In figure 4.21 the 8S0hPa July-mean zonal winds (Fig. 4.21a), low-level anomaly

winds (Fig. 4.21b), and the low-level divergence due to the zonal advection

[( ~(-u ~~), Fig. 4.21c] are illustrated. The July-mean wind field show a predominance

of westerlies in the northern hemisphere with the maximum at ION, 60E (Fig. 4.21a).

The low-level wind anomalies associated with convection (Fig. 4.21b) resemble the

Rossby wave response to a convective heating source (Gill,1980). That is, cyclonic

(anticyclonic) circulation of low-level winds develops to the west of the heating source in

the northern (southern) hemisphere.

At the region west of the heating source ( from SOE to 6SE in Fig. 4.21b) in the

northern hemisphere, the northerly component of winds increases with increasing

longitude ( :' > 0, Fig. 4.21b contour). On the other hand, at the region east of the

equatorial heating source (from 6SE to 90E), the northerly component of winds decreases

with increasing longitude (t: < 0, Fig. 4.21b contour).
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Since the July-mean zonal winds are westerlies in the northern hemisphere

( Ii> 0 , Fig. 4.21a), the advection of meridional winds by July-mean zonal winds

(- u ~: ' Fig. 4.21c vector) is negative (positive) in the area west (east) of the

convective center in the northern hemisphere. Consequently, the positive (negative)

advection results in the increase (decrease) of meridional wind component (Fig. 4.21c,

vector).

dv' "" -u <lv' < 0ot ax '
.Qi. "" -u <lv' > 0at ax '

.: u> 0, t> 0 west of convection, ION

.: u> 0, t < 0 east of convection, ION

(4.21 a)

(4.21 b).

The acceleration of southerlies (northerlies) to the west (east) of the convection

along ION (Fig. 4.21c vector) produces the convergence (divergence) to the west (east) of

convection at latitudes between 6S and ION [ ~ (-u ~:) , Fig. 4.21c, contour].

That is

Since f, "" -uf < 0, west of convection along ION,

~ (- u t" )< 0 west of convection between 6S and ION ( 4.22a).

Since f, '" -u ~: > 0, east of convection along ION,

M-uf ) > 0 east of convection between 6S and ION ( 4.22b).

The dominance of convergence (divergence) in the area west (east) of convection

is also found at 300hPa (Fig. 4.22c). Since the direction of both July-mean winds (Fig. 4.

22a), and anomaly winds (Fig. 4.22b) are opposite to those at 700hPa, the divergence

induced by zonal advection [ ~ (-u ~:) ] results in the same pattern between 300hPa
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(Fig. 4.22c) and 700hPa (Fig. 4.2Ic). In conclusion, it is suggested that the zonal

advection, produced by the Rossby wave type wind anomalies and July-mean winds,

induces the divergence in a northeastern direction in both the upper- and lower-level of

the atmosphere, and this divergence facilitates the northeastern propagation of convection

from the equator to ION.

4.3.5 The physical mechanism ofthe initiation ofconvection

The initiation of convection near lOS can be produced by both the 2D model (Fig.

3.2a) and the 3D model (Fig. 4.4a). In both models, convection in the southern

hemisphere is located between lOS and the equator. The only difference between the 2D

model and 3D models is that in the 3D model convection in the southern hemisphere

propagates northward continuously, while in the 2D model there is a discontinuity of

northward propagation across the equator.

In the case of the 2D model, the initiation of convection between lOS and the

equator is facilitated by the meridional advection of the July-mean zonal winds ( - v' ~

) and the vertical advection of zonal winds by July-mean vertical motion ( - OJ 'i ). For

example, in the 2D model, the meridional advection ( - v' ~; ) and the vertical

advection( - OJ "a';: ) induce the maximum forcing of the barotropic easterlies at lOS .

That is

Of '" -(v' a~y·)+ - (m 'it < 0 at lOS, 2D
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Furthermore, barotropic easterlies at lOS increase the southerly component through the

Coriolis force ( a:;;' "" -f3yu'+ < 0 ), and this increases of southerlies at lOS enhances

the barotropic divergence ( ;y a:;;' > 0 ) to the north of lOS.

In the 3D model convection also initiates in the latitude between lOS and the

equator. Does it imply that the mechanism of initiation in the 2D model is still valid in

the 3D model? When convection is located at 25N on day 44, the local maximum of

barotropic easterlies is found at l2S (Fig. 4.23a). The Coriolis force on these easterlies

enhances southerlies at 12S ( ~~;' '" -f3yu'+ < 0 ,Fig. 4.23c), so that the divergence

[ ty(-f3yu") > 0 ] develops between 12S and the equator (Fig. 4.23b). The initial

mechanism of convection in the 3D model, depicted in figure 4.23c, is consistent with

that found in the 2D model. Now, the question is whether the local maximum of

barotropic easterlies at12S is induced by the same mechanism as in the 2D model.

In figure 4.24, the zonal momentum equation of the barotropic mode on day 44 is

divided into each component. The latitudinal variation in the tendency of barotropic

zonal winds (Fig. 4.24a) is consistent with the latitudinal variation of barotropic zonal

wind anomalies in figure 4.23a.. That is when convection is located at 20N, local

maxima of easterly acceleration are found in the latitude of 12S and 2S (Fig. 4.24a).

This increase of easterlies between 12S and the equator comes from the negative

meridional advection (Figs. 4.24b and 4.24c), and the vertical advection by July-mean

vertical motion (Fig. 4.24e). The negative geopotential gradient force between 25S and
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125 (Fig. 4.24g) is always balanced by the positive Coriolis force (Fig. 4.24f). Thus, the

sum of Coriolis force and geopotential gradient force becomes positive throughout the

southern hemisphere (Fig. 4.24h).

The latitude between 255 and ION in figure 4.24 is selected, and shown in figure

4.25 in order to concentrate, in detail, on the southern hemisphere. The negative

meridional advection (Figs. 4. 25b and 4.25c) and the negative vertical advection by July

-mean vertical motion (Fig. 4.25e) playa part in the acceleration of barotropic easterlies

in the southem hemisphere (Fig. 4. 25a).

It is clearly illustrated in figure 4.26 that the tendency of barotropic zonal winds

(Fig. 4.26 a) in the southern hemisphere is governed by the sum (Fig. 4.26b) of

meridional advection terms [ - (v t't - (v':t ]and the vertical advection by July-

mean vertical motion [ - «(j) t~) + ]. The other terms in the zonal momentum equation

(Fig. 4.26c) produce the tendency that is opposite to the tendency of the zonal winds (Fig.

4.26a).

It seems that the mechanism of the initiation of convection in the southern

hemisphere in the 2D model is still valid in the 3D model. At the same time, it is

possible that the westward propagating Rossby-wave-like convection in the 3D model,

with the maximum precipitation rate at 20N and 25 in the Indian Ocean, may have the

influence on the initiation of convection.
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4.3.6 The role ofatmospheric waves in the 3D model

The basic physical mechanism of the initiation and the propagation of convection

in the 3D model is similar to that of the 2D model. However, there is fundamental

difference between the 2D model 3D models. That is, the presence of atmospheric waves

in the 3D model. For example, in the 2D model, the july-mean upward motion ( w < 0 )

at lOS is critical for the initiation of convection in the southern hemisphere (Fig. 3.42).

In the 3D model, the dipole structure of the westward moving Rossby-wave-like

convection can predetermine the latitude, from which convection is initiated. In this

section, three experiments are conducted to evaluate the effect of atmospheric Rossby

wave response to a convective heating source in the Indian Ocean.

In the first experiment, the isolated heating is imposed at the location of 80E, 12N

(Fig. 4.27). In this experiment convection in the northern hemisphere resembles the

northern part of Rossby-wave-like convection in the 3D model. When the maximum

heating source is found at 12N (Fig. 4.27a), the baroclinic mode of the atmosphere

responds to the heating by generating the clockwise circulation to the west of the heating

source (Fig. 4.27a vector). As a result, in the region west of convection, such as SOE,

change of wind direction from easterlies to westerlies is found across 12N (Fig. 4. 27a).

The presence of anti-cyclonic circulation in the baroclinic mode to the west of the

convective center produces the local maximum of the easterly in the southwestern

quadrant of convection (Fig. 4.27b). Thus, the zonal divergence in the baroclinic mode is

found to the east of the maximum easterlies (Fig. 4.27b contour).
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In Figure 4.27c the baroclinic divergence in the meridional direction (contour) is

presented with the baroclinic winds. Since the Rossby wave response is concentrated to

the west of the heating source, winds in the southeastern quadrant of convection are

northerlies (Fig. 4.27c). Thus, the meridional convergence prevails in the region south of

5N, and east of70E. In the 20 model, where atmospheric waves are absent, the

baroclinic mode of meridional divergence intensifies the existing convection, and

suppress any new development of convection elsewhere. In other words, convection in

the northern hemisphere induces the baroclinic meridional convergence in the southern

hemisphere, which suppresses the new development of convection. In that sense, the

baroclinic meridional convergence (Fig. 4.27c) to the southeast of convection resembles

the role of baroclinic mode in the 20 model.

On the other hand, the role of the baroclinic mode to the west of convection in the

30 model is different from that in the 20 model due to the influence of the atmospheric

waves. For example, the Rossby wave response in the 30 model is easterlies in the area

southwest to the convective center (Fig. 4.27c). Since the wave response becomes

weaker further from the heating source, the winds change from easterlies to northerlies as

the latitude decreases (Fig. 427c). Therefore, meridional divergence develops in the

region between pure easterlies (5N) and pure northerlies (ISS) (Fig. 4.27c). In summary,

the Rossby wave response to convection in the northern hemisphere can playa favorable

role for the new development ofconvection in the region between lOS and 5N by

producing a baroclinic divergence zone to the southwest ofconvection.
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In the second experiment, the isolated heating is imposed at 12S, 75E (Fig. 4. 28a)

in order to examine the effect of Rossby wave response to convection in the southern

hemisphere. The Rossby wave response to the heating source in the southern hemisphere

creates anti-clockwise circulation to the west of the convective center (Fig. 4.28a, vector).

Hence, easterly winds are found in the northwest-quadrant of convection. The divergence

produced by these baroclinic winds is located in the region northwest of convection (Fig.

4.28a). Both zonal (Fig. 4.28b) and meridional divergence (Fig. 4.28c) are responsible

for this total divergence shown in figure 4.28a.

The zonal divergence is found in the northeast quadrant of convection since the

maximum easterlies is located in the northwest quadrant of convection (Fig. 4.28b).

Since the wave response decreases with increasing distance from the heating source,

easterlies near the equator west to the heating source become southerlies at 16N. Hence,

the local maximum of meridional divergence is found in the northwest quadrant of

convection (Fig. 4.28c), between the latitude of ION and lOS. It should be observed that

the variation of the baroclinic winds and the divergence field associated with convection

in the northern hemisphere (Fig. 4.27a) is consistent with that in the southern hemisphere

(Fig. 4.28a).

In the third experiment, the isolated heating is placed in both the northern and

southern hemispheres (Fig. 4.29a). The Rossby wave response to convection in both

hemispheres (Fig. 4.29) includes the characteristics of experiment I (Fig. 4.27) and

experiment 2(Fig. 4.28).
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The Rossby wave response to the west of convection produces anti-cyclonic

circulation in baroclinic winds in both hemispheres. As a result, the local maximum of

easterlies is found near the equator from 30E to 60E (Fig. 4.29a). This local maximum of

easterlies in the western Indian Ocean (30E to 60E) induces the zonal divergence in the

eastern Indian Ocean (60E to lOOE).

As a part of the anti-cyclonic circulation, winds become southerlies (northerlies)

to the west of convection in northern hemisphere (southern hemisphere). This change of

meridional winds between hemispheres produces the meridional divergence at the equator

(Fig.4.29c). The sum of zonal divergence (Fig. 4.29b) and the meridional divergence

(Fig. 4.29c) results in divergence between the two convective areas from 50E to 70E (Fig.

4.29a). It should be noticed that the divergence near the equator (from 50E to 70E) is

located to the west of the two convective centers (80E). Due to this discrepancy in

longitude between the divergence near the equator (50E-70E) and the convective centers

(80E) in both hemispheres, the divergence near the equator is less influenced by the

geopotential gradient force that suppresses the any new development of convection near

the equator. Without the presence of Rossby wave, the variation of winds is located in the

same longitude as the convective centers and greatly influenced by the geopotential

gradient force which is associated with two convective centers. As a result, the initiation

of the convection near the equator will be minimal (Figure not shown). It is the

atmospheric wave that favors the initiation of convection near the equator by producing

the equatorial baroclinic divergence to the west of the convective centers.
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4.3.7 Experiments

In this section, a series of experiments are presented to support the physical

mechanism of intraseasonal oscillation suggested in the 3D model. Inevitably,

atmospheric waves in 3D model are involved in the initiation and propagation of

convection. However, the main physical mechanism of initiation and propagation of

convection in the 2D model can be found in the 3D model as well. For example, it is

suggested that the vertical shear of July-mean zonal winds ( ~~ ) influences the

propagation of convection from ION to 20N, while the mean vertical motion at lOS «(l) )

is important for the initiation of convection between lOS and the equator.

In this section, six experiments are conducted to examine the above suggestions.

The result from the 3D model using the July-mean state is served as a control run against

each experiment. The first and the second experiments are designed to estimate the

importance of the mean vertical motion at 1OS «(l) ) in the initiation of convection in the

latitude between lOS and the equator (Fig. 4.30).

In the first experiment, the vertical advection of zonal wind anomalies by July

mean vertical motion ( - 00 ~; ) is set to be zero in the area between 40E and 120E, and

45S and 12N (Fig. 4.30a). In the second experiment, the relative importance of this term

is doubled (i.e. - oo"*f * 2) for the same area (Fig. 4.30c). Thus, in the two experiments

-00 ~; * 0 (exp. 1) and -oo"*f * 2 (exp.2) are used instead of -00 ~ (control run) in

the Indian Ocean (40-120E, 45S-12N).
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In the control run, convection is initiated in the latitude between 55 and the

equator (Fig. 4030b). In the first experiment, the initiation of convection in the southern

hemisphere is minimal (Fig. 4. 30a) in spite of the fact that the westward moving

convection located at 20N is as strong as that in the control run (Fig. 4. 30b). In the 2D

model convection was not initiated in the absence of the vertical advection associated

with the July-mean vertical motion ( - ill ~;' ,Fig. 3. 42a). In the 3D model, however,

the dipole pattern of the westward propagating convection can produce convection in the

southern hemisphere without the term - ill ~;' (Fig. 4.30a).

When the term - ill.iliL is included in the control run the initiation and northwardiJp

propagation of convection are intensified (Fig. 4030b). It implies that the vertical

advection associated with the July-mean vertical motion ( - ill ~; ) is essential for the

initiation of convection that subsequently propagates northward.

In the second experiment (Fig. 4.30c), in which the vertical advection is doubled

(i.e. - ill ~; *2), the period of the northward propagation decreases from 25 days in the

control run tolO days (Fig. 4030c). In addition, the pattern of the northward propagation

becomes similar to that in the 2D model. For example, in the 3D model (Fig. 4. 30b),

convection in the southern hemisphere is initiated by the westward moving convection at

15N. The northward propagating convection, which is located at 15N, does not initiate

convection in the southern hemisphere in the 3D model. When the effect of July-mean
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vertical motion in - w ~ is doubled (Fig. 4. 30c), however, all convection at15N

produces new convection in the southern hemisphere (Fig. 4.30c). It indicates that the

July-mean vertical motion in - w ~; is favorable for the initiation of convection in the

southern hemisphere in the 3D model as well as in the 2D model.

Experiments 3 (exp. 3, Fig. 4.31a) and 4 (exp. 4, Fig. 4.31c) are used to evaluate

the significance of the vertical advection of the July-mean zonal winds ( - w' ~; ). In

experiment 3 (Fig. 4.3la), - W' ~; is excluded in the longitude between 40E and l20E.

As a result, convection in that area becomes weakened (Fig. 4.3la). Especially, the

northward propagation of convection is not discernible.

When -w' ~; is incorporated in the control run (Fig. 4.3lb), the intensity of

convection, in general, increases (Fig. 4. 3lb). In addition, a discontinuity in the

northward propagation of convection is found near ION. Thus, two types of northward

propagation are noticeable in the control run. The first type of northward propagation

covers latitudes from 58 to ION, while the second type starts from ION (Fig. 4. 3lb).

The first type represents the northeastward propagation of convection, which is explained

in section 4.3.4(c). The vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds ( - w' t; )is more

influential on the second type than the first type of northward propagation, since the

magnitude of the vertical shear ( ~ ) is larger in the latitude between ION and 20N than

between 58 and ION (Fig. 3.lf)
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When the value of - w' ~; is arbitrarily doubled in the experiment 4

(i.e. - w' ~; *2, Fig. 4.3Ic) the continuity of the northward propagation has improved in

the latitude between 5N and 20N (Fig. 4. 3Ic). It indicates that -w' ~; plays an

important role in the propagation of convection in the northern hemisphere. In summary,

this series of experiments in the 3D model confirms that the physical mechanism of the

initiation and the northward propagation of convection in the 3D model is similar to that

in the 2D model. In other words, the vertical advection by July-mean vertical motion

winds ( - w ~; ) and the vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds ( - w' ~; ) are

fundamental for the initiation and the propagation of convection, respectively.

4.4 Intraseasonal oscillation in 3D model with the ocean mixed layer

4.4.1 The relationship between atmospheric and oceanic variables

In the previous section, the role of the atmospheric internal dynamics on the

intraseasonal oscillation is examined. In this section an ocean mixed layer is incorporated

with the atmospheric model to understand the role of air-sea interactions on the initiation

and the propagation of convection in the 3D model. In order to study the role of air-sea

interactions on the intraseasonal oscillation, it is necessary to understand the relationship

between atmospheric and oceanic variables.

In figure 4.32, the spatial variation of precipitation rate (a), the low-level zonal

winds (b), latent heat flux (c), and sst' (d) on day 25 is presented. Day 25 is
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approximately the day when the second life cycle of the intraseasonal oscillation begins.

When the westward propagating convection in both hemispheres reaches 60E and starts

dissipating, the new convection develops at the equator (Fig. 4.32a). Since the low-level

zonal winds blow toward convection at 60E (Fig. 4.32a), the zonal winds in the region

between 70E and 90E are easterlies (Fig. 4. 32b).

Since the low-level, July-mean zonal winds of the northern equatorial Indian

Ocean are westerlies (Fig. 4.lb), the interaction between July-mean winds and low-level

wind anomalies reduces the latent heat flux in the area from 70E to 90E and from ON to

30N (Fig. 4.32c). It should be noticed that the spatial variation of SST anomalies (Fig.

4.32d) is opposite to that of latent heat flux (Fig. 4.32c). In fact, the variation of the SST

is indirectly related to the latent heat flux, since the increase of latent heat flux induces

the negative sst' tendency (i.e. "a," < 0 , figure not shown). This contributes to the

negative sst' anomalies on day 25 (Fig. 4. 32d).

As the convection near the equator propagates northeastward from day 26 (Fig.

4.33a) to day 27 (Fig. 4.33c), it encounters the positive sst' near the eastern side of the

Bay of Bengal (Fig. 4.33b), and the intensity of convection increases (Fig. 4.33c). It

seems that positive SST anomalies near the eastern part of the Bay of Bengal are

responsible for the enhancement of convection that passes through.

The other positive SST anomalies are found in the area between 90E and 140E,

15N and 30N on day 26 (Fig. 4.33b), and day 27 (Fig. 4.33d). The positive SST

anomalies in this region are induced by the off-equatorial convection located at llOE,

12N (Fig. 4.33a, and Fig. 4. 33c). The off-equatorial convection decreases the latent heat
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flux because the low-level easterlies associated with this convection are opposite in

direction to the July-mean westerlires. The spatial variation of the zonal winds, latent heat

fluxes, and SST anomalies indicates that the relationship between atmospheric and

oceanic variables do exist in the intraseasonal time scale. However, in order to present

the temporal- and the spatial relationship among variables more efficiently, a statistical

method of lagged cross correlation is illustrated in figure 4.34.

In Figure 4.34, the lagged cross correlation among variables is calculated using

the result of 120 days from the 3D model. Since the primary interest is to find out the

effect of air-sea interaction on the northward propagation of convection, variables are

zonally averaged over 60E to 100E before the lagged correlation is performed. In the

calculation, the equatorial precipitation is used as a reference point. Consequently, the

variables of each latitude are correlated with the precipitation at the equator. Thus, the

lag cross correlation of precipitation at zero lag and the equator is one (Fig. 4.34a). In

addition, the northward propagation of the positive lag correlation is found in the latitude

between 5N and 20N (Fig. 4.34a)

At the equator, the surface temperature anomalies (ST') increase 7days before the

precipitation is initiated at the equator (Fig. 4.34b). The increase of ST' also propagates

northward slightly leading the northward propagation of convection and reaches the 18N

at 2 day lag.

The lag correlation for the latent heat flux (Fig. 4.34c) and the low-level zonal

winds (Fig. 4.34e) indicates that upon the arrival of convection at the equator, the

westerlies increase and this increase of westerlies enhances evaporation. As a result,
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when the westerlies propagate northward with convection (Fig. 4.34 e), the increase of

latent heat flux also propagates with convection (Fig. 4.34c). It should be noted that the

July-mean zonal winds are westerlies, thus the latent heat flux increases when zonal wind

anomalies are westerlies.

Note that the sign of correlation in Fig. 4.34d is opposite to that in Fig. 4.34a.

This implies that the variation of downward short wave radiation flux (DSWRF) is just

opposite to that of precipitation (Fig. 4.34a). The only visual difference in lagged cross

correlation between observation (Fig. 2.1) and the model results (Fig. 4.34) is found in

the low-level meridional winds (Fig. 4.34f). However, both imply the same feature that

the meridional convergence is important to the existence of convection.

Calculation of the lagged correlation of zonally averaged results from the 3D

model accentuates the feature of the northward propagation of convection, and its

relationship with other variables. It also facilitates the comparison between model results

and observations, whose zonally averaged lagged correlation is calculated and presented

in Chapter 2. Since the model results are three dimensional, the analysis of the lagged

cross correlation can be expanded further in three dimensions.

In figure 4.35 the lagged cross correlations for the spatial variation of winds and

thermodynamic variables associated with the intraseasonal oscillation are calculated for

each grid point. The reference parameter used in the calculation is the precipitation

averaged over the area from 60E to 95E, 2.5S to 2.5N. Thus, the lagged cross correlation

of low-level winds at -6 day lag indicates the changes in the winds 6 days before

convection occurs in the equatorial Indian Ocean (reference area). At -6 day lag,
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easterlies are dominant at the equatorial Indian Ocean with two anticyclonic anomalies

located on each side of the equator (Fig. 4.35a).

Since the July-mean zonal winds are westerlies at the equatorial and northern

hemisphere, the easterly ISO winds from the equatorial region up to l5N reduce the

latent heat flux(Fig. 4.35b). The DSWRF in this region (ON-15N) is positively correlated

with the precipitation in the reference area (Fig. 4.35c), and the positive lagged

correlation of DSWRF implies that sub-equatorial Indian Ocean is clear of convection.

Eventually, the decrease of latent heat flux and the increase of DSWRF in the northern

Indian Ocean causes the increase of ST' (Fig. 4.35d).

On zero day lag, winds converge along 2N near 80E, and this equatorial

westerlies are associated with double cyclones, which are symmetric about the equator

(Fig. 4. 35e). Note that the wind field, implied by cross correlation on 0 day lag in figure

4.35e, is just opposite to those on -6 day lag (Fig. 4.35a). Correspondingly, the latent heat

flux (Fig. 4.350, DSWRF (Fig. 4.35g), and the ST'(Fig. 4.35h) on 0 day lag show the

opposite features to those on -6 day lag.

4.4.2 Physical mechanism ofair-sea interaction

The analysis of lagged cross correlations in Section 4.4.1 verifies that the

influence of convection and winds on the thermodynamic variables, such as latent heat

flux, DSWRF, and SST in the model is consistent with that found in observations. In this

section the physical mechanism of the variation in SST and its feedback on convection is

examined.
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4.4.2 (a) Physical mechanism ofvariation in SST anomalies (sst', hereafter)

In figure 4.36, the precipitation rate (Fig. 4.36a) that propagates along I8N is

shown with sst' (Fig. 4.36b), zonal sst' gradient (Fig. 4.36c), and the meridional sst'

gradient (Fig. 4.36d). The precipitation intensifies near the longitude of 6SE, 8SE, and

IlOE (Fig. 4.36a). Along those longitudes, the variation of sst' is also found to increase

just before or with the initiation of convection, and then decreases(Fig. 4.36b).

The zonal gradient of sst' associated with convection is less organized compared

to the meridional gradient of sst' (Fig. 4.36c). In other words, the relationship between

precipitation and zonal gradient of sst' varies at different longitudes (Fig. 4.36c), whereas

the precipitation closely coincides with the positive meridional gradient of sst' (Fig.

4.36d). In addition, the magnitude ofthe zonal gradient of sst' (Fig. 4.36c) is smaller than

that ofthe meridional gradient of sst' (Fig. 4.36d). The same strong relationship between

precipitation and the meridional sst' gradient is found for the northward propagating

convection in figure 4.37. That is the propagation path of convection (shaded area) can

be found in the latitude where the meridional gradient of sst' is positive (Fig. 4.37d).

Then why the positive meridional gradient is found associated with the

precipitation? The positive meridional gradient in sst' is primarily forced by the

atmospheric response to convection. For example, the convection that is located in the

northern or southern hemisphere in the Indian Ocean has cyclonic circulation (Fig. 4.38).

Since the July-mean zonal winds are westerlies and easterlies in the northern (Fig. 4.38a)

and the southern (Fig. 4.38b) hemisphere, respectively, the latent heat flux decreases

(increases) to the area north (south) of the convective center. Consequently, the positive
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(negative) sst' is found to the north (south) of the convective center, and the meridional

gradient accompanying this convection becomes positive ( aa~" >0 ). As a result, the

meridional gradient of sst' becomes positive both in the northern and southern

hemisphere with the appearance of convection.

In figure 4.39, low-level winds (a), latent heat flux (b), and SST anomalies (c) are

zonally averaged over 60-100E. Also shown are the meridional gradient of sst' (d), and

the laplacian of sst' (e). In the northern hemisphere, westerlies and easterlies are

dominant to the south and to the north of convection, respectively (Fig. 4.39a).

Since July-mean zonal winds are westerlies in the northern hemisphere, the

interaction between July-mean zonal winds and anomaly winds enhances (suppresses) the

latent heat fluxes to the south (north) of convection (Fig. 4.39b). Consequently, sst'

decrease (increase) to the south (north) of convection (Fig. 4.39c).

The increase of SST anomalies across convection (Fig. 4.39c) produces the

positive meridional gradient of sst' near the center of convection (Fig. 4.39d). In fact, the

maximum of the positive meridional gradient of sst' is found slightly to the north of the

convective center. For example, on day 47 the maximum of the precipitation rate is

found at 14N, while the maximum meridional gradient of the sst' is found near 17N (Fig.

4.39d).

In figure 4.3ge the laplacian of sst' ( a;;~t' )is shown. On day 30 and day 47,

when convection is located near 15N, the positive and negative laplacian of sst' are found

to the south and to the north of convection, respectively (Fig. 4.3ge).
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While understanding the meridional gradient of sst' ( ail;' ,Fig. 4.39d) from the

spatial variation of sst' (Fig. 4.39d) is straightforward, envisioning the structure of the

laplacian of sst' ( a~;~t' ,Fig. 4 3ge) is rather difficult. Thus, for convenience, the sst'-

induced, meridional wind is defined as v' '" that is purely driven by the sst' gradient. In

this sense, the laplacian of sst' is equal to the divergence of v'",.

That is

I ~~vsst ::;;; oy
,2 ..•' av'

........... -::.:..uL
ay' - ay

(4.24a)

(4.24b) .

Using equation 4.24b, we can understand the variation of the laplacian of sst'

as a divergence of winds driven by the meridional gradient of sst'. For example, the

maximum of meridional gradient of sst' ( aa;' > 0 ) can be found near l7N on day 30 and

day 47 (Fig. 4.39d). According to the definition in equation 4.24a, sst'-induced,

meridional winds become southerlies (v:" > 0) near 17N on day 30 and day 47 (Figure

not shown). These local maxima of southerlies (v;,t > 0) near 17N can induce the

a2 , a2 ,

convergence ( a;;' < 0 ) and the divergence ( ~;' > 0 ) of sst' -induced, meridional

winds in the area north and south of 17N, respectively. Using the relationship between

a;~t' in the equation 4.24b, we can envision the positive (negative)

laplacian to the south (north) of 17N (Fig. 4.3ge).
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4.4.2 (b) Feedback ofSST on convection

The positive meridional gradient of sst' induced by the interaction between July-

mean winds and the cyclonic circulation associated with convection also impacts

convection itself. To illustrate this feed back, it is necessary to examine the equation that

connects the boundary layer vertical motion and the variability of sst' ( same as eq. 4.4,

described in Section 4.2).

w' = D a'~; + D a~; + D a'~; + D a~;
e 1 OxZ 2 ax 3 oy2 4 ay

- R(P,-P,) [D a'",' + D a",' + D a'",' + D a,'" 1(4 25)
2Pe I cJx 2 2 ox 3 oy2 4 vy .,

where the coefficients are
(P~-P.. )Ey

£"E,+B 2y 2

(PJ-Pt)Ex

E"Ey +B'ly2

Since the impact of the zonal variation of sst'on (j); is an order of magnitude

smaller than the meridional variation of sst' (Figure not shown), our focus is on the

impact of meridional gradient ( d'a;' )and laplacian ( d~;~t' )of sst' on the boundary layer

vertical motion. Since the coefficient of D4 (Fig. 4.40a) in the northern hemisphere and

southern hemisphere is positive and negative respectively, the positive sst' gradient in the

meridional direction in the northern hemisphere will enhance the vertical motion in the
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boundary layer. On the contrary, the same positive meridional sst' in the southern

hemisphere induces downward motion, thereby suppressing the convective activity.

That is

W' '" - R(P,-P,) D am' < 0
e 2P~ 4 iJy ,

W' '" - R(P,-P,) D asst' > 0
e 2Pe 4 oy ,

•• R(P,-P,) > 0
• 2P.. '

•• R(P,-P,) >0
• 2P.. '

D >0 osd> 04 , ily

D < 0 ass"> 0
4 'iJy

in N.H. (4.26a)

in S.H. (4.26b).

So far the role of the meridional gradient of sst' ( o~{ )on the vertical motion of

the boundary layer is explained. Still, the role of the other term, o;;~" ,on convection

needs to be examined. In figure 4.3ge it is already shown that the negative (positive)

laplacian of sst' ( o~~" )is found to the north (south) of convection. Since D 3

(Fig. 4.40b) is negative throughout the latitude, and -Rip-P,) equals 15.944, the,

negative (positive) laplacian of sst' drives negative (positive) w; to the north (south) of

convection (Fig. 4.41).

That is

W' '" R(P,-P,) D asst' < 0 .. R(P,-P,) >0 D < 0 asst' < 0 North 0>/ convection (427a)
e 2P~ 3 dy ,. 2P" '3 ,ay' .

w; '" R(i;,?,) D
3

°il~' > 0, ... R(i;,P,) >0, D
3

< 0, ail~' > 0 South of convection (4.27b).

In figure 4.42, the portion of Ekman pumping ( w; )induced by the laplacian of

sst' (Fig. 4.42a) by the gradient of sst' (Fig. 4.42b) or by both (Fig. 4.42c) in the

meridional direction is illustrated. A comparison between figures 4.42a and 4.42b

indicates that the influence of oil;' (Fig. 4.43a) on w; is an order of magnitude smaller
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than the influence of a~;t' (Fig.4.43b). Therefore, the influence of a~;t' (Fig.4.43b)

nealy accounts for the total effect of sst'on w; (Fig.4.42c).

The structure of w; induced by the meridional variation of sst'(Fig. 4.42c)

indicates that the upward motion is dominant at the equator and near 20N on days 17, 30,

and 47. At the same time, the downward motion develops at 88 and 13N (Fig. 4.42c).

The upward (downward) motion to the north (south) of convection in the boundary layer

(Fig. 4.42c) provides a favorable condition for convection to move northward.

Furthermore, the upward motion near the equator can enhance the northward propagation

of convection across the equator.

In figure 4.43, the effect of atmosphere (a), and the effect of sst' (b) on Ekman

pumping ( w; )are compared. The total effect of atmosphere on w; represents the terms

a'~' a~' a~' a'f 'of D1 -:;-f- + D, + + D3 + D4 -+ in equation 4.4, while the total effect of sst includes
uX ....x vy oy

the terms of D a'm' + D a,,,. + D am'D a'm' The total effect of the atmosphere
lax2 2ax 3ay 4ai

indicates that the upward motion by the Ekman pumping is concentrated at 15N and 78

(Fig. 4.43a), in spite of the weak northward propagation of negative Ekman pumping

velocity between these latitudes. This dipole type of upward motion implies the

dominance of the Rossby-wave-like convection in the atmosphere.

The effect of sst' , on the other hand, enhances the upward motion at the equator

and to the north of 20N (Fig. 4.43b). When the Rossby-wave-like convection is located
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in both hemispheres, the reduction of the downward short wave radiation flux, and the

increase of the latent heat flux result in the negative SST anomalies at the center and

behind of convection (refer to Fig. 4.39c).

The cold sst' behind convection is likely to induce the high pressure in the

boundary layer, so that southerlies may develop across convection. As a result, the

meridional convergence of these southerlies can be found in front of convection. From

this aspect, the upward motion in the Ekman pumping at the equator and near 22N (Fig.

4.43b) is caused by the Rossby-wave-like convection located at 7S and 15N.

Consequently, the effect of sst' on this Rossby-wave-like convection is to enhance

convection near the equator and near 22N.

4.4.3 Experiments

In this section a series of experiments are conducted to confirm the physical

mechanism of air-sea interactions, provided in Section 4.4.2. It is suggested that sst'

influences the propagation of convection by enhancing (reducing) the upward motion in

the boundary layer to the north (south) of convection. Furthermore, the structure of sst'

induced by the dipole type of convection in both hemispheres facilitates the upward

motion near the equator and 20N (Fig. 4.43b). The increase of upward motion near the

equator may support the continuous northward propagation of convection across the

equator, while the upward motion near 20N may enhance the northward propagation to

20N.
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The suggested role of sst' on the propagation of convection is tested in

experiments 1,2, and 3. In these experiments, terms of sst' in Ekman pumping (Eq. 4.4)

are set to be zero times (Exp.l), five times (Exp.2), and ten times (Exp.3) of the original

value. That is
Exp 1 - R(P,-P,) [D ii'sst' + D iisst' + D o'sst' +D OSS,,] * 0 (4 28a)

• 2P, lox' 2 iix 3 ily' 4 ily •

Exp.2 - R(P,-P,) [D o'sst' +D osst' +D o'sst' +D iisst' 1* 5 (428b)
2p, 1 iix' 2 iix 3 ily' 4 ily •

Exp.3 R(P,-P,J [D ii'ss,' + D osst' +D 0
2
",' + D osst'] *10 (4 28c)

2~ 1 dX2 2 ax 3 ay2 4 oy ••

By comparing results among Exp.I, Exp.2, and Exp.3, it is possible to identify the effect

of the sst' on the propagation of convection.

When terms of sst' are set to zero (Exp.I, Fig. 4.44a), the dipole type of

convection is dominant. In other words, the maximum of precipitation rate in the

northern hemisphere is found in the latitude between ION and I5N, while that in the

southern hemisphere is found in the latitude between lOS and 5S (Fig. 4.44a).

When the terms of sst' is increased from 0% (Fig. 4.44a) to 500% (Fig. 4.44b),

the northward propagation of convection appears. When the influence of sst' in the

Ekman pumping is exaggerated by ten times of the original value, the northward

propagation of convection from the southern hemisphere to 20N becomes evident (Fig.

4.44c). In addition, the location of the maximum precipitation rate moves from the

latitude between ION and I5N in experiment 1 (Fig. 4.44a) to between I5N and 20N in

experiment 3 (Fig. 4.44c). The increase of continuity in the northward propagation from

the southern hemisphere to 20N supports the suggestion that the influence of air-sea

interactions are favorable for the northward propagation of convection.
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The other side ofthe air-sea interactions is involved with the influence of

convection on the variation of sst'. In Section 4.4.2, it is suggested that the interaction

between wind anomalies and the July-mean winds contributes to the variation of sst'. In

experiments 4, 5, and 6, July-mean winds in the 3D model are replaced by an idealized

wind.

For example, in experiment 4, the zonal mean winds in both the upper and lower

level are set to be 11 mls ( westerly basic state, Fig. 4.46). In experiment 5, the easterly

zonal winds of -11 mls are used as a mean state in both levels (easterly basic state, Fig.

4.47). In experiment 6 the low-level, July-mean winds in the control run are kept, but the

upper-level winds are replaced by the low-level winds (i.e. u200hPa = uS50hPa ' Fig. 4.48).

Furthermore, in experiments 4, 5, and 6 the meridional mean winds, the mean vertical

motion, and the vertical shear of zonal winds are neglected. That is

Exp.4 U200hPa = u 850hPa =11m! s,

v200hPa = vSSOhPa =0, w200hPa = wSSOhPa =0, ai; =0
iip (4.29a)

Exp.5 u200hPa = u 850hPa =-11 m! s,

1I2oohPa =1I850hPo =0, w200hPa =wSSOhPa =0, ~ =0 (4.29b)

Exp.6 u 200hPa =USSOhPo = uSSOhPa (July mean state in control run)

1I200hpo =1ISSOhPa =0, w200hPa =WSSOhPa =0, ~ =0 (4.29c).

By comparing results from experiments 4, 5, and 6, the role of the basic state on the

variation of sst'can be illustrated.

In experiment 4 the basic state winds are westerlies (Fig. 4.46a), Kelvin-wave-

like zonal wind anomalies are imposed as the initial perturbation. The Kelvin-wave-like

zonal wind preserves its symmetric shape across the equator, with the maximum
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westerlies at the equator from day 20 to day 30 (Fig. 4.46a). Since the basic-state winds

are also westerlies, the interaction between mean winds and anomaly winds results in the

increase of latent heat flux with the maximum value at the equator (Fig. 4.46b).

Corresponding to the meridionally symmetrical structure of the positive latent

heat flux (Fig. 4.46b), the meridional structure of the sst' is also symmetric across the

equator (Fig. 4.46c). The minimum sst' (Fig. 4.46c) at the equator produces a positive

(negative) sst' gradient in the northern (southern) hemisphere (Fig. 4.46d).

The minimum sst'at the equator (Fig. 4.46c) also creates the symmetric structure

of the laplacian of sst' (Fig. 4.46e). That is the negative laplacian is located in both

hemispheres, while the positive laplcian of sst' is found near the equator (Fig. 4.46e).

The negative laplacian causes the upward motion of the Ekman pumping (Eq. 4.4), and

produces the symmetric structure in convection (shaded area). It can be interpreted that

the cold SST at the equator (Fig. 4.46c) induces winds (i.e. Vi ::::::: Qsst'
sst oy ), which are

diverging (i.e. ) near the equator, and converging in both hemispheres

(Fig.4.47e). This convergence in the boundary layer generates upward motion and

enhances convection.

In experiment 5 (Fig. 4.47) easterlies are used as a basic state. Again, the

meridionally symmetric structure in the low-level winds (Fig. 4.47a) produces the

symmetrical structure in latent heat flux, thereby inducing the symmetrical structure of
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sst'. Consequently, the structure of ";;;" (Fig. 4.47e) becomes symmetric with respect

t05N.

The similarity between experiments 4 and 5 is that in both experiments, the

meridional structure of latent heat and sst' is symmetric with respect to the equator,

regardless of the direction of the mean winds. The symmetric structure of latent heat

fluxes and sst' in both experiments is due to the absence of the meridional variation in the

basic-state zonal winds (i.e. ~ =0 ).

When the basic-state zonal winds vary in the meridional direction (Fig. 4.45) as in

experiment 6, the Kelvin-wave-like initial perturbation of anomaly winds (Fig. 4.48a)

produces the anti-symmetric structure of latent heat fluxes (Fig. 4.48b) and sst' (Fig.

4.48c). For instance, the easterly anomalies at 700hPa from day 35 to day 45 (Fig. 4.48a)

is superimposed on the westerly (easterly) basic state winds (Fig. 4.45) in the northern

(southern) hemisphere. The total winds in the northern hemisphere decreases, whereas

that in the southern hemisphere increases from day 35 to day 45 (Figure not shown).

The latent heat flux, which is induced by the total winds, is suppressed (enhanced)

in the northern (southern) hemisphere (Fig. 4.48b), and this anti-symmetric structure of

latent heat flux results in the anti-symmetric structure of sst' with respect to the equator

(Fig.4.48c). The meridional structure of sst' (Fig. 4.48c), in return, generates the anti

symmetric structure in the laplacian of sst' (Fig .4.48e), whose negative and positive

values induce the upward and downward motion in the Ekman pumping, respectively

(Eq.4.4).
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, asst' a2 'The role of sst variation, such as ""1Y and iJ;~t, on the Ekman pumping

(Eq.4.4) is further examined in experiment 6. In figure 4.49 the portion of Ekman

pumping (w; ) induced by laplacian of sst' (Fig. 4.49a), by gradient of sst' (Fig. 4.49b),

and by both (Fig. 4.49c) are presented. A comparison among the three figures indicates

that the laplacian of sst' (Fig. 4 .49a) accounts for the total effect of sst' (Fig. 4.49c) on

the Ekman pumping. On day 26 and day 45, the upward motion in the northern

hemisphere, and the downward motion in the southern hemisphere are enhanced by the

variation of sst' (Fig. 4.49c).

It should be remembered that in experiments 4 and 5, convection was

meridionally symmetric, since convection is enhanced or suppressed in both hemisphere

at the same time (Figs. 4.47e and 4.48e). However, in experiment 6 when the zonal mean

winds vary with latitude, the asymmetric structure of convection is formed though the

enhancement and the suppression of convection in the northern and the southern

hemisphere (Fig. 4.49c).

It is know that when the Kelvin-wave-like perturbation is initiated at the equator,

the atmospheric Rossby wave response creates the dipole structure of convection by

producing cyclonic circulation in both hemispheres. It is speculated from experiments 4,

5, and 6 that the interaction between July-mean zonal winds, and the Kelvin-wave-Iike

wind anomalies may distort the dipole (symmetric) structure of convection by increasing

the asymmetry in the structure.
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4.5 Conclusion

In chapter 4 the three dimensional model is used to examine the mechanism of the

intraseasonal oscillation. The most important features of the intraseasonal oscillation are:

• Barotropic mode of atmosphere controls the propagation and the initiation of

convection, while the baroclinic mode intensifies the existing convection.

• Vertical advection of July-mean westerlies (-0/ ~: )controls the propagation

of convection in the northern hemisphere, while meridional advection and the

vertical advection by July mean rising motion ( - v~; - v' ~~ - (J) ~;' ) at lOS

favors the initiation of the convection between IDS and the equator.

• Due to the zonal variation of winds in the 3D model convection exhibits zonal

movement, as well as, meridional movement. The zonal divergence in the

barotropic mode induces the westward propagation of convection along 18N, and

the zonal advection in the barotropic mode causes the northeastward propagation

of convection from the equator to ION.

• Rossby wave response to the dipole type heating source (convection) in the

Indian Ocean creates a divergence in the baroclinic mode near the equator, and

this baroclinic divergence may enhance convection near the equator.

• Low sst' behind, and high sst' in front of convection produces the positive

meridional gradient of sst' ( a;:/ >0 ) that causes boundary winds to converge

north of the convection area. Consequently, the northward propagation of

convection becomes more evident when air-sea interactions are included in the

simulation.
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• Due to the meridional variation in the July-mean zonal winds, the interaction

between the Kelvin-wave-like wind anomalies and July-mean zonal winds may

distort the dipole (symmetric) structure of convection by increasing the

asymmetry in the meridional structure.
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CHAPTERS

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Summary

The dissertation includes 5 chapters. Excluding chapters I (introduction) and 5

(summary and discussion), the main results are presented in chapters 2, 3. and 4. The

observational study on the air-sea interaction of intraseasonal oscillation (ISO) is in

chapter 2, while the simulation of the intraseasonal oscillation in 2- and 3 dimensional

models is presented in chapter 3, and chapter 4, respectively. The simulation of ISO in 2

dimensional (chapter3) and 3 dimensional (chapter 4) is further divided into the case with

the air-sea interaction, and without the air-sea interaction.

In chapter 2 the lagged cross correlation between convection and atmospheric

variables is analyzed. The northward and southward movement are observed not only in

convection, but also in the thermodynamic and dynamic variables. In the Indian Ocean

the increase of OLR leads the increase of surface temperature by I pentad. Two pentads

after the increase of ST', convection at the equator starts.

When convection develops at the equator, the Rossby wave response to the

equatorial heating source enhances westerlies at the equator and easterlies at 15N. The

increase of ISO easterlies in the northern Indian Ocean decreases surface heat flux. This,

in tum, causes and the increase of ST' in the northern hemisphere. Eventually, the

increase of ST' in the northern hemisphere favors the new development of convection in

this region, thereby causing a see-saw type of oscillation in the Indian Ocean.
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In chapter 3, the simulation of intraseasonal oscillation using 2-dimensional (2D)

model is studied. Without the inclusion of air-sea interaction in the 2D model, the

atmosphere alone can produce an oscillation and the northward propagation of

convection.

In the northern hemisphere, the vertical advection of the July-mean zonal winds

causes the upper-level divergence to the north of convective center. This upper-level

divergence induces the moisture convergence in the boundary layer to the north of the

convective center. As a result, convection propagates to the north of the existing

convective center. In the southern hemisphere, the latitude between lOS and the equator

is favorable for the initiation of new convection because of the maximum of the July

mean rising motion at lOS.

The inclusion of air-sea interactions results in the increase of the period and the

intensity of the oscillation. A moderate decrease in the propagation speed of convection

is also found when air-sea interactions are incorporated into the 2D model. While the

increase (decrease) in evaporation to the south (north) of convection in the northern

hemisphere delays the northward propagation of the convection, the sst I gradient induced

by cold sst' (warm sst') in the region behind (in front of) convection enhances the

boundary layer convergence north of convection, thereby promoting the northward

propagation of convection. Although the effect of evaporation and sst' gradient on the

propagation of convection are different, the continuity of the northward propagation from

5N to 20N is greatly improved when the air-sea interaction is included in the simulation.
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In chapter 4 the simulation of intraseasonal oscillation using 3-dimensional (3D)

model is studied. Most importanly, the role of the barotropic and baroclinic mode is

examined separately. The barotropic mode ofthe atmosphere induces the propagation

and the initiation of convection, while the baroclinic mode intensifies the existing

convection. The barotropic mode of the atmosphere is mostly controlled by the vertical

advection since it has the same sign in both the upper and lower level of the atmosphere

inside regions of convection. The vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds, and the

vertical advection by July-mean upward motion influence the propagation and the

initiation of convection, respectively, though their impact on the barotropic mode of the

atmosphere.

The variation in zonal direction in the 3D model contributes to the continuous

northward propagation across the equator. When convection is located near the equator,

the zonal advection by July-mean zonal winds facilitates the northward propagation of

convection from the equator to iON. Atmospheric waves also playa role in the

intensification of convection near the equator by producing baroclinic divergence near the

equator.

When air-sea interactions are included in the 3D model, the northward

propagating convection causes negative (positive) sst' to the south (north) of convection.

The positive sst' gradient across the convection area induces boundary layer winds,

thereby causing convergence to the north of convection. Thus, the inclusion of air-sea

interactions improve the simulation of northward propagating convection.
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The meridional variation of the basic-state zonal winds is critical for the

development of the asymmetric structure of convection across the equator. When Kelvin

-wave-like convection is located at the equator, meridionally symmetric winds interact

with July-mean zonal winds, which produces an asymmetric structure of convection by

enhancing (suppressing) convection in the northern (southern) hemisphere.

5.2 Discussion

In spite of the success in the simulation of boreal summer intraseasonal

oscillation, there are a few model limitations due to the simplification of the model

physics.

First, the zonally averaged model cannot produce the northward propagating

convection across the equator because both the vertical shear and Coriolis force become

trivial near the equator. In fact, convection in the southern hemisphere seems to be

trapped in the region between lOS and equator due to the change in sign of the vertical

shear near lOS, and the change in sign of the Coriolis force near the equator.

Second, the SST anomalies in this study are much smaller than the observational

values. For instance, Webster (1994) documented that during the TOGA COARE

intensive observational period, the SST drops over I'C associated with the westerly wind

bursts during the convective phase of the ISO.

The small change in sst' in the model simulation is probably caused by the daily

average of sst', high frequency of ISO, and the simplification of the ocean mixed layer

dynamics. Since the daily variation of sst' is examined in this study, the shorter time scale
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of sst' variation, caused by the westerly wind burst, is not represented in the study.

Another possibility is that in reality, the oscillation period is longer than that in the model

simulation. As a result, more time is provided for the ocean surface to heat before the

arrival of convection. In the model, the oscillation period is shorter than the observation,

and the ocean surface may not have enough time to reach its maximum temperature.

Lastly, the small SST anomaly can be caused the parameterization used in the ocean

mixed layer. In the ocean mixed layer in the simulation, the entrainment and the ocean

dynamics are excluded. Since sst' may drop not only due to evaporation, but also the

oceanic vertical mixing, the parameterization of sst' based only on the netheat fluxes

may represent only a portion of SST variation. In fact, other studies using similar mixed

layer physics shows the same order of SST anomalies, such as 0.1-0.15 C (Flatau et

al.,1997; Waliser et al., 1999). Although the perturbation of SST seems small, the

inclusion of this interactive SST improved their simulation significantly. In the future,

the result from this study should be compared with that from the more a complete mixed

layer model.

Third, all the experiments in this study are conducted using the trace factor on

specific terms. In the future, observational cases of weak or strong northward

propagation are needed to be composed, and each case of their basic state winds should

be used in the AGCM to verify the conclusion in this study.

Forth, the moisture content in the atmosphere in this study is fixed to the July

mean value. In reality, the moisture content varies associated with the condensation,

evaporation, and the advection of the moisture in the atmosphere.
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Finally, the linear processes in the atmosphere are examined to explain the

periodicity and the propagation of convection in this study. The impact of non linear

processes on the periodicity and the propagation of convection is needed to be addressed

in the future work.

In spite of the above deficiencies in the model simulation, the implication of the

physical mechanism suggested in this study contributes to the recent reache on the

intraseasonal oscillation. For example, the role of baroclinic and barotropic mode on the

intraseasonal oscillation and its interaction within convection are relatively new concepts.

Due to the strong baroclinic mode imbedded in the intraseasonal anomalies, researchers

have focused on the baroclinic nature of intraseasonal oscillation. Thus, the mechanism

associated with the barotropic mode, in which the basic-state winds can interact with the

intraseasonal oscillation is a new finding from this study. In the future, the barotropic and

the baroclinic modes should be analyzed in the observational data, so that not only the

relative magnitude but also the role of each mode on the propagation and the

intensification of the intraseasonal oscillation can be scrutinized.
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Pentad log Pentad log

Figure 2.1: Pentad lagged cross correlation between negative outgoing longwave
radiation (-OLR) at equatorial Indian Ocean (ON, 60-100E) and (a) OLR, (b) surface
temperature (ST), (c) surface heat fluxes, (d) downward shortwave radiation flux
(DSWRF), (e) surface zonal wind (U 10m), (0 surface meridional wind (VlOm).
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Lagged-Cress-Cerr. (-OLR: 2.5S-2.5N. 65-95E)

(a) 700hPa winds (-3 Pentad lag) (b) HFL (-3 Pentad Lag)
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Figure 2.2: Pentad lagged cross correlation between area-averaged negative OLR (-OLR)
and (a) 850hPa winds at -3 pentad lag, (b) surface heat fluxes at -3 pentad lag, (c)
downward shortwave radiation flux at -3 pentad lag, (d) surface temperature at -3 pentad
lag, (e) 850hPa winds at 0 pentad lag, (f) surface heat flux at 0 pentad lag, (g) downward
shortwave radiation flux at 0 pentad lag, and (h) surface temperature at 0 pentad lag.
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(e) 700hPa winds (0 Pentad lag) (f) HFL (0 Pentad Lag)
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Figure 2.2: (Continued).
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(a) Zoanl mean U850hPa & U200hPa
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Figure 3.1: Mean state used in zonally averaged two dimensional model (2D
model). (a) 850hPa and 200hPa zonal wind, (b) 850hPa and 200hPa
meridional wind, (c) vertical shear of zonal and meridional winds between

200hPa and 850hPa, (d) average of vertical motion (w) between 850hPa and

200hPa, (e) specific humidity, and (f) spatial variation of 850hPa winds
(vector) and average of vertical motion between 850hPa and 200hPa
(contour).
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[Pals] (d) zonal mean vertical motion (i;)) (850t200hPa)/2.
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Figure 3.1: (Continued).
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Figure 3.2: Latitude-time section of anomalies from zonally averaged
model (2D model) without ocean mixed layer. (a) precipitation rate
(mm/day), (b) low level zonal wind (m/s), and (c) low level meridional
wind (m/s).
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Figure 3.3: Latitudinal variation of meridional winds at 300hPa (V300hPa' -0-)

and precipitation rate (_0_) on (a) day 49, (b) day 53, (c) day 57, (d) day 61,
(e) day 63, (f) day 65, (g) day 67, and (h) day 69.
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Figure 3.4: Time series (Day) of (a) ~; , (b) sum of - f3yu ' and - ~~' ,

and (c) sum of- v~~ , - v' ~; ,-w'~:, and- OJ ~; at 15N, 700hPa.
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Figure 3.6: Time series (Day) of (a) t~' ,(b) sum of - f3yu I and - ~~' ,
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Figure 3.7: Time series (Day) of (a) ~', (b) sum of - f3yu' and- ~~',
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Figure 3.8: Time series (Day) of (a) ";; , (b) sum of - {3yu' and - ~~' ,
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Figure 3.9: Time series (Day) of (a) ~', (b) sum of - {3yu' and- ~~,
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(a) i:l(i:lv'/i:ly)/ilt*q (tatal), pree.rate C-_), day 49
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Figure 3.10: (a) Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate (_0_), and sum of

.i!. av; - d a av; (- -) ( ) (b) a~ - ( ) dat Ty"q. an atay q. - q2 _0_, at iJy q. _0_, an

) a av; (- -) 49(e atay q. -q2 (_0_) on day .
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[mm/day] [1/s'] (a) a(av'jay)jat*q (total), prec.rate C._), day 57
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Figure 3.11: (a) Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate (_0_), and sum of
1.. av' - a av; (- -) (b) a av; -a, iiiqe and Ttay qe - q2 (_0_), Ttayqe (_0_), and

(c):, a;; (qe - (2)(-0-) on day 57.
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(a) a(OV'/oy)/ot*q (total), pree.rate C_), day 60[mm/dcy] [l/sl]
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Figure 3.12: (a) Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate (-0_), and sum of
3 3v; - 3 3v; (- -) b 3 ~ - ( ) dTr"Ty"qe and Tray qe - q2 (_0_), ( )Tr 3y qe _0., an

3 3v; (- -)(C)Tray qe -q2 (_0_) on day 60.
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(a) B(Bv'jBy)jBt-q (total), prec.rate C._), day 64[mm/day]
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Figure 3.13: (a) Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate (.0.), and sum of

a av; - d d dvi (- -) ( ) (b) d~ - ( ) difayqe an ifay qe - q2 .0., if ay qe .0., an

a avi (- -)(c)ifay qe -q2 (.0.) on day 64.
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(a) a(av'/ay)/at*q (total), prec.rate C._), day 65[l/s']
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Figure 3.14: (a) Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate (_0_), and sum of

a~ - a <lv; (- -) ) (b) a iJv; - dTr ay qe and Tray qe - q2 (_0_, Tt~q. (_0_), an
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[1/0'] (a) a(av'jay)jat (300hPa). prec.rate C_), day 49[mm/day]
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Figure 3.15: (a) Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate(_0_) and
a avO a a~' a f> '__ (_0_) (b)---(_a_) and (c)-- '''u (_a_) at 300hPaon day 49.a,ay , ayay' ay.f
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[mm/doy] [l/s'] (a) a(av'jay)jat (300hPa), prec.rate C._), day 57
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Figure 3.16: (a) Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate(---) and
a av' a a~' d () a ~ I__ (_0_) (b)---(_o_) an c -- ,"u (_0_) at 300hPa on day 57.a,ay , ayay' ay J
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[mm/day] [l/s'] (a) B(Bv'jBy)jBt (300hPa). prec.rate C_), day 60
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Figure 3.17: (a) Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate(-o-) and
o 0' 0 o¢' 0 f3. Iat 0; (_0_), (b) - oy ay (_0_), and (c) - oy ryu (_0_) at 300hPa on day 60.
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(a) a(av'/ay)/at (300hPa), prec.rate C_), day 64[mm/doyJ
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Figure 3.18: (a) Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate(_0_) and
aav' aaf a{3y'__ (_0_) (b)---(_o_) and (c)-- u (-o-)at300hPaonday64a,ay' ilyay' ay .
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(a) a(av'jay)jat (300hPa). pree.rate C._), day 65[l/s']
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Figure 3.19: (a) Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate(-o-) and
aa. aa~' an'ala; (_0_), (b) - ily ay (_0_), and (e) - ay fiYu (_0_) at 300hPa on day 65.
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(a) u' (300hPa, day 49), prec.rateC_)
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Figure 3.20: (a) Latitudina] variation of precipitation rate(-o-) and u'(_o_),

(b) - f3yu' (_0_), and (c) - ~ f3yu' (_0_) at 300hPa on day 49.
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(a) u' (300hPa, day 57), prec.rateL._)
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Figure 3.21: (a) Latitudinal variatian afprecipitation rate(-o-) and u'(_o_),

{3 ' a{3'(b) - yu (_0_), and (c) - Oy ~u (_0_) at 300hPa on day 57.
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(a) u' (300hPa, day 65), prec.rateC_)
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Figure 3.22: (a) Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate(_0_) and u' (_0_),

(b)- f3yu' (_0_), and (c)- ;y f3yu' (_0_) at 300hPa on day 65.
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Figure 3.23: Components of momentum equation for 300hPa zonal wind

anomaly ( au' ) at 15N (a) au' (b) - v au' (c) - v' au (d) - 0) '.ilKdt . at' dy' (Jy' op'

(e) - 0) ~;. , and (f) f3yv' .
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[m/.'] (d) -CJ'*(8u/8p), 300hPa. 15N
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Figure 3.23: (Continued).
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[m/s'] (a)au'jat, 300hPa, 15N
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Figure 3.24: Time series (Day) of (a) ~' , (b)-w'~~, and (c) sum

f - au' , aii - au' d f.!' 15N 300hPo -Vay' -v ay' -wap,an J-IYV at , a.
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Figure 3.25: Components of momentum equation for 300hPa zonal wind

a' a' a' 'ir 'ilii..anomaly ( a~ ) at ON. (a) a~ ,(b) - v a; ,(c) - v a; , (d) - Q) ap ,

(e) - Q) ~; , and (f) {3yv' .
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[mi"] (d) -c.J'*(aLijap), 300hPa, ON
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Figure 3.25: (Continued).
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Figure 3.26: Schematic diagram of (a) July mean meridional winds
( 11 ) and (b) zonal wind anomalies (u I ) at upper troposphere and
lower troposphere when convection is at l5N.
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Figure 3.27: Schematic diagram of (a) July mean zonal winds (Ii) and

(b) meridional wind anomalies (v') at upper troposphere and lower
troposphere when convection is at 15N.
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Figure 3.28: Time series (Day) of (a) ':i:' ,(b) sum of - v' ~ , and

- v~~ ,and (c) sum of-w'~~ , - ill t; ,andtlyv' at ON, 300hPa.
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Figure 3.29: Components of momentum equation for 300hPa zonal wind

anomaly ( au' ) at lOS (a) au' (b) - vau' (c) - v' jl[, (d) - w'¥at . iJt' (;)y' oy' up'

(e) - W ~; , and (t) f3yv' .
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[ml"l (d) -w'*(Bu/Bp), 300hPa, 10S
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Figure 3.29: (Continued).
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Figure 3.30: Time series (Day) of (a) ~' , (b) sum of - v' ~~ and

- (j) ~; • and (c) sum of - V ~~ , - ro' ¥" and J3yv' at lOS, 300hPa.
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Precipitation rate [mm/day] for different weight in _~*(i}U'/iJp)
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Figure 3.31: Precipitation rate (mm/day) in experiments with

(a) 0% of vertical advection by July-mean vertical motion (i.e. - OJ ~;' *0., Expt. 1),

(b) 30% of vertical advection by July-mean vertical motion (i.e. - OJ ~~ *0.3, Expt. 2),

and (c) 70% of vertical advection by July-mean vertical motion (i.e. -ill t;*O.7, Expt.

3).
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Precipitation rate [mm/day] for different weight in -cv'*(au/ap)
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Figure 3.32: Precipitation rate (mm/day) in experiments with

(a) 70% of vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds (i.e. - W' ~; *0.7 ,Expt. 4),

(b) 100% of vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds (i.e. - W' ~; *1. ,Expt. 5),

and (c) 140% of vertical advection of July mean zonal winds (i.e. -W' ~~ *1.4 ,

Expt. 6).
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and prec.C._), 2D
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Figure 3.33: Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate (_0_) and

[~ (- a:;- _ {3yu/- )Q2' _0_] on (a) day 65, (b) day 67, and (c) day 69.
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and prec.C._), 2Da( -a¢'/ay-{:3yu')/ay*(2q.-q,)
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Figure 3.34: Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate (.0.) and

a 041'+ R '+
[ay (-ay- pyu )(2qe -q2) ,_0_] on (a) day 65, (b) day 67,

and (c) day 69. 164
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Figure 3.35: Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate (_0_) and

[ty (- f3yu'+ )(2qe - qz), _0_] on (a) day 65, (b) day 67, and (c) day 69.
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Figure 3.36: Latitudinal variation of precipitation rate (-.-) and

o o¢"
[ oy (-ay)(2qe - q2) , _0_] on (a) day 65, (b) day 67, and (c) day 69.
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Figure 3.37: Time series of barotropic mode in momentum equation for
a '+

zonal wind anomaly at l5N (_0_). (a) at ,(b) (-ro't~t, and (c) sum of

( '0")+ ( -dU')+ (- .... )+ d R '+-v ay , -Vay , -(J) 1;" ,an I--'yv .
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Figure 3.38: Time series of barotropic mode in momentum equation for
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Figure 3.39: Time series ofbarotropie mode in momentum equation for
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Figure 3.40: Latitude-time section of anomalies from 2D model with
ocean mixed layer. (a) precipitation rate (mm/day),
(b) latent heat fluxes (W/m2

), and (c) surface temperature ( 0 C ).
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Prec. rate [mm/day] for different weight in evaporation (without ineteraetive SST)
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Figure 3.41: Precipitation rate (mm1day) in experiments when (a) no
evaporation is added into precipitation, (b) 50% of evaporation is added
into precipitation, and (c) 100% of evaporation is added into precipitation.
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Prec. rate for different weight in osst'joy, and olsst'/o'l, (with LHFL') in 2D
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Figure 3.42: Precipitation rate (mmlday) in experiments when

(a) SST has no influence on Ekman pumping ( aa~' *0 and a;;~t' *0 ),

(b) 100% of influence of SST on Ekman pumping( diJ;' *1 and d;;~t' *1), and

(c) 200% of influence of SST on Ekman pumping ( aasst' * 2 and a2s~t' * 2).
y ay
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Figure 3.43: Schematic diagram of mechanism for (a) initiation of convection at
lOS, and (b) northward propagation of convection at 15N.
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(a) July-mean specific humidity

(b) 850hPa July-mean winds

(c) 200hPa July-mean winds

~

10

Figure 4.1: The climatological (a) July-mean specific humidity at
lOOOhPa estimate from using an surface temperature and dew point
temperature derived from ECMWF global analyses for the period 1979-92,
(b) July-mean winds at 850hPa, (c) July-mean winds at 200hPa.
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Figure 4.2: Sequential maps for the lower-tropospheric winds and
precipitation rate(shaded > O.lmm/day) for the 3D model without
interactive SST on (a) day 1, (b) day 4, (c) day 13, (d) day 19, (e) day 20,
(f) day 22, (g) day 25, (h) day 28, (i) day 31, and (j) day 40.
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Figure 4.2: (Continued).
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Figure 4.3: Time-longitude cross section of precipitation rate along (a)
15N, (b) equator, and (c) lOS.
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and prec.(_._), 18Na(au' I ax+ av' I ay)1at*(2q.-q,),
(a) day 45
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Figure 4.5: Longitudinal variation of precipitation rate (_0_), and

t, (a#: + aa;+ )(2qe - q2) (_0_) at 18N on (a) day 45, (b) day 47, (c) day

51, and (d) day 54.
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Figure 4.6: Longitudinal variation of precipitation rate (_0_), and
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Figure 4.7: Longitudinal variation of precipitation rate (_._), and

:. (aa~' )(2qe - q2) (_0_) at 18N on (a) day 45, (b) day 47, (c) day 51,

and (d) day 54.
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Figure 4.8: Longitudinal variation of precipitation rate (_._), and

:, (a.i~- + aa~- )q2 (_0_) at 18N on (a) day 45, (b) day 47, (c) day 51, and

(d) day 54.
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Figure 4.9: (Continued).
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Figure 4.10: Sequential maps for the lower-tropospheric winds and
precipitation rate (shaded> O.lmmlday) in 3D model without interactive
SST on (a) day 29, (b) day30, (c) day 31, (d) day 32, (e) day 33, (t) day 34,
(g) day 35, and (h) day 38.
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Figure 4.11: Zonally averaged (60-100E) precipitation rate (_0_), and low
level meridional winds (_0_) from 3D model on (a) day 25, (b) day 30, (c)
day 33, (d) day 35,(e) day 44, (0 day 50, (g) day 59, (h) day 60, (i) day 61,
(j) day 62, and (k) day 66.
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Figure 4.11: (Continued).
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Figure 4.12: Zonally averaged (60-100E) precipitation rate (_0_) and

f, (a#~+ + .1f)(2Qe - q2) (_0_) on (a) day 44, (b) day 50, (c) day 59, (d)

day 60, (e) day 61, (0 day 62, and (g) day 66.
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Figure 4.13: Zonally averaged (60-100E) precipitation rate (_0_) and

f,(a~' )(2"iie -"ii,) (_0_) on (a) day 44, (b) day 50, (c) day 59, (d) day 60,

(e) day 61, (1) day 62, and (g) day 66.
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(f) {3yv'+ , (g) - a:~+ ,(h) - a:~+ + f3yv 14
, (i) (-u t~)+ , and Q) (-u' :Y,
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Figure 4.17: (Continued).
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Figure 4.17: (Continued).
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Prec. rate and barotropic mode of Div. tendency on day 59
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Figure 4.18: Zonally averaged (60-100E) precipitation rate (_0_) and

(a)..2.. av+ (b)..2..(-R..u'+ _ a~-+) (c)..2..{-(u aV')+ -(u' aV)+} and
ay at' ily /-')' ay' ily ax ax'

(d) ;y (- f3Yu'+) on day 59 (_0_).
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Prec. rate and barotropic mode of Div. tendency on day 29
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Figure 4.19: Zonally averaged (60-100E) precipitation rate (---) and
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(a) Barotropic a(av'/at)/ay. day 29
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Figure 4.20: Latitude-longitude variation of precipitation rate (shaded

>O.lmmlday) and (a).1... ov'+ (b).1...{-(u OV')+ -(u' OV)+} andoy 01' Oy ox ox'

(c) ~ (-u ~:)+ on day 29.
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Figure 4.21: Latitude-longitude variation of precipitation rate (shaded >O.lmmlday)

and (a) July-mean winds at 850hPa, (b) wind anomalies (vector) and ~: (contour) at

700hPa, and (c) - u r:; (vector) and ~ (-u 0;;) (contour) at 700hPa.
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Day 29

(a) July mean winds, 300hPa
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Figure 4.22: Latitude-longitude variation of precipitation rate (shaded
>O.lmm/day) and (a) July-mean winds at 200hPa, (b) wind anomalies (vector) and

av' - a • a ( - av')ax (contour) at 300hPa, and (c) - u a: (vector) and iJy -u a; (contour) at

300hPa.
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Figure 4.23: (a) Zonally averaged (60-100E) barotropic u' (ul+ , _0_) and
precipitation rate (_0_) on day 44, (b) zonally averaged (60-100E) barotropic

divergence [ ;y (- f3yu'+) , _0_] induced by Coriolis force (- f3yu'+ ), (c)

conceptual model for the barotropic divergence (Le. :, (- f3yu'+) > 0) to the

north of lOS forcing by the barotropic Coriolis force (Le. - f3yu'+ < 0) at lOS.
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(a)llu'/at (barotropic), day 44
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Figure 4.24: Zonally averaged (60-100E) precipitation rate (.0.) and barotropic
mode of momentum equation for zonal wind anomaly on day 44 (_0_).

dU'+ (b ( - aU')+ ( I dii)+ (d) ( 'a- + (-$i.)+ t)(a) at' ) -v Ty" ,(c) -v Ty"' -(0 a;) , (e) -ro dP ,(

(l '+ a¢'+ ar R '+pyv ,(g) - a;-, and (h) - a;- + pyv .
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Figure 4.24: (Continued).
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Figure 4.25: Zonally averaged (60-I00E) precipitation rate (_0_) and barotropic
mode of momentum equation for zonal wind anomaly on day 44 (_0_). Same as
Fig. 4.24 except that the latitudinal variation is ranged from 25S to ION, only.
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Figure 4.25: (Continued).
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Figure 4.25: (Continued).
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Figure 4.26: Zonally averaged (60-100E) precipitation rate (_•.) and
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Figure 4.27: Baroclinic response of atmosphere to an isolated heat source
in the northern hemisphere (area of precipitation is shaded). (a) Baroclinic

wind and aa~- + a~- (contour), (b) baroclinic winds and aa~- (contour),

and (c) baroclinic wind and aa~- (contour).
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Figure 4.28: Baroc1inic response of atmosphere to an isolated heat source
in the southern hemispheres (area of precipitation is shaded).

(a) Baroc1inic winds and aa~- + iJa~- (contour), (b) baroc1inic winds and

iJu'- a ,-- (contour), and (c) baroc1inic winds and aVy (contour).ax
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Figure 4.29: Baroclinic response of atmosphere to an isolated heat source
in both hemispheres (area of precipitation is shaded). (a) Baroclinic winds

and a~~- + a~~- (contour), (b) baroclinic winds and a;c (contour), and

(c) baroclinic winds and a~~- (contour).
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Precipitation rate [mm/day] for different weight in _~*(OU'/Op)
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(b) Control run

Figure 4.30: Zonally averaged (60-100E) precipitation rate (mm/day) from 3D model

when (a) no vertical advection by July mean vertical motion (i.e. - OJ ~; *0 , Exp. 1),

(b) 100% of vertical advection by July-mean vertical motion (i.e. - (J) ~; *1, control

run), and (c) three times the vertical advection by July mean vertical motion

. -au' *3(I.e. - OJ ap , Exp.2).
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Precipitation rate [mm/day] for different weight in -rb(ou/op)
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(b) Control run

Figure 4.31: Zonally averaged (60-100E) precipitation rate (mm/day) in 3D model

when (a) no vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds (i.e. - OJ' ~; *0, Exp. 3),

(b) 100% of vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds (i.e. - OJ' ~~ *1, control

run), and (c) three times the vertical advection of July-mean zonal winds

(

0 , ail *3 E 4)l.e. - OJ ap ,xp..
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Figure 4.32: Anomalies from 3D model with interactive SST on day 25,
(a) precipitation rate (shaded> 0.1 rom/day) and low-tropospheric winds,
(b) low-tropospheric zonal winds (m/s), (c) latent heat flux (W/m2

), and
(d) sea surface temperature (sst').
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Figure 4.33: Anomalies from 3D model with interactive SST. (a) precipitation rate
(shaded> 0.1 mm/day) and low-tropospheric winds on day 26, (b) sea surface
temperature (sst') on day 26, (c) precipitation rate and low-tropospheric winds on day
27, and (d) sea surface temperature (sst') on day 27.
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Figure 4.34: Pentad lagged cross correlation of 3D model anomalies between zonally
averaged (60-100E) precipitation rate at equator and zonally averaged anomalies of
(a) precipitation rate, (b) surface temperature (ST'), (c) latent heat flux (LHFL'), (d)
downward shortwave radiation flux (DSWRF'), (e) 700hPa-zonal wind (u' 700hPa), and
(t) 700hPa-meridional wind (v' 700hPa).
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Lagged-Cross-Corr. 3D model (prec.: 2.5S-2.5N, 65-95E)

(a) 700hPa winds (-6 Day lag)

(c) DSWRF' (- 6 Day lag)

(b) LHFL' (-6 Day lag)

(d) ST' (-6 Day lag)

-0.25-0.2-0.15-0.1-0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

Figure 4.35: Lagged cross correlation of 3D model anomalies between
area-averaged (from 65E to 95E, and from -2.5S to 2.5 N) precipitation rate and
(a) 700hPa winds at -6 day lag, (b) surface heat fluxes at -6 day lag,
(c) downward shortwave radiation flux at -6 day lag,
(d) surface temperature at -6 day lag, (e) 700hPa winds at 0 day lag,
(t) surface heat flux at 0 day lag, (g) downward shortwave radiation flux
at 0 day lag, and (h) surface temperature at 0 day lag.
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Lagged-Cross-Corr. 3D model (prec.: 2.5S-2.5N, 65-95E)

(e) 700hPo winds (0 Day lag) (f) LHFL' (0 Day lag)
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Figure 4.35: (Continued).
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Figure 4.36: Time-longitude cross section of anomalies from 3D model
along the latitude of 18N. (a) precipitation rate (shaded> Immlday),

, dsst' dsst'
(b) sst, (c) --a;- , and (d) ay
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Figure 4.37: Latitude-time section of zonally averaged (60-100E)
anomalies from 3D model. (a) precipitation rate (shaded> Immlday),

, asst' asst'
(b) sst, (c) --a;- , and (d) ay .
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Figure 4.38: Schematic diagram illustrating the formation of sst' gradient associated
with (a) convection in the northern hemisphere, and (b) convection in the southern
hemisphere.
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Figure 4.39: Latitude-time section of zonally averaged (60-1OOE) anomalies from
3D model using interactive SST, and climatology July-mean data as the basic state
(control run). (a) low-tropospheric zonal winds (m/s), and precipitation rate
(shaded> O.lmm/day), (b) latent heat fluxes (W/m2

), (c) sea surface temperature
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Figure 4.39: (Continued).
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Figure 4.40: Latitudinal variation of the coefficient in the Ekman pumping
velocity. (a) D., (b) D,.
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Figure 4.41: Schematic diagram illustrating the effect of sst' on the Ekman pumping
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Figure 4.42: Latitude-time section of zonally averaged (60-100E) anomalies from
3D model using interactive SST. and climatology July-mean data as the basic state
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Figure 4.43: Latitude-time section of zonally averaged (60-l00E) anomalies from 3D
model using interactive SST. and climatology July-mean data as the basic state

a'~; ~ a'~; a~;
(control run). (a) D j ax' +D 2 ax +D3 ay' +D 4 ay. and

(b) - R(P,-P,) * {D a'ss,' + D ass,. + D a's." + D a.st'}
2P, j ax' 2 ax 3 ay' 4 ay .
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Prec. rate [mm/doy] for different weight of sst' effect on E.K. pumping r.J:, (with LHFL')

IDO,..,..-~

(a) no sst' effect (b) sst' effect .S. (c) sst' effect .10

Figure 4.44: Latitude-time section of zonally averaged (60-100E) precipitation
rate from 3D model using

(a) 0* [- R(P,-P,) *{D a'sst' + D ass,' + D a'sst' + D asst'}]
2P, 1 ax' 2 ax 3 ay' 4 ay ,

(b) 5* [- R(P,-P,) *{D a'ss,' + D ass" + D a'ss,' + D asst'}]
2P, 1 ax' 2 ax 3 ay' 4 ay ,

(c) 10* [- R(P,-P,) *{D a'ss,' + D ass,' + D a'ss" + D aSS"}]
2P, 1 ax' 2 ax 3 ay' 4 ay ,

instead of [- R(P,-P,) *{D a'ss" + D asst' + D a'ss,' + D asst'}]
2P, 1 ax' 2 ax 3 ay' 4 ay

for the vertical velocity at the top of the boundary layer (Ekman velocity).
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(0) 200hPa basic state zonal wind in Exp.6

(b) 850hPa basic state zonal wind in Exp.6

Figure 4.45: Basic state zonal winds at (a) 200hPa and (b) 850hPa used in
Experiment 6.
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Figure 4.46: Latitude-time section of zonally averaged (60-100E) anomalies from 3D
model using interactive SST when basic-state vertical motion «(f) )= 0 Pals,
basic state zonal winds at 850hPa ( uS50hPa ) =11 mis,

basic state zonal winds at 200hPa ( U 200hPa ) =11 mis, and

basic state meridional wind (v ) = 0,
(a) low-tropospheric zonal winds (mls) and precipitation rate (shaded> 0.1 mmlday),

(b) latent heat fluxes (yVlm2
), (c) sea surface temperature (sst'), and (d) ail;'
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Figure 4.46: (Continued).
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(a) 700hPa u' [m/s] and prec. rate [shaded > 0.1 mm/day]
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Figure 4.47: Latitude-time section of zonally averaged (60-100E) anomalies from 3D
model using interactive SST when basic-state vertical motion (w ) = 0 Pals,
basic state zonal winds at 850hPa ( uS50hPa ) = -11 mis,

basic state zonal winds at 200hPa ( U 200hPa ) = -11 mis, and

basic state meridional wind (V ) = O.
(a) low-tropospheric zonal winds (mls) and precipitation rate (shaded> 0.1 mm1day),

(b) latent heat fluxes (Wfm'), (c) sea surface temperature (sst'), and (d) aa~'
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Figure 4.47: (Continued).
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Figure 4.48: Latitude-time section of zonally averaged (60-100E) anomalies from 3D
model using interactive SST when basic-state vertical motion «(Q )= 0 Pals,
basic-state zonal winds at 850hPa (USSOhPa ) =climatology 850hPa July-mean zonal

winds, basic-state zonal winds at 200hPa (u200hPa) =climatology 850hPa July-mean

zonal winds, and basic state meridional wind ( V) = O.
(a) low-tropospheric zonal winds (mls) and precipitation rate (shaded> 0.1 mmlday),

(b) latent heat fluxes (W/m2
), (c) sea surface temperature (ss1'), and (d) a~~'
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(e) B(Bsst'IBy)IBy [Oe/m']
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Figure 4.48: (Continued).
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(a) -R(P.-P.)/2/p.*D,.a(asst'/ay)/ay [Pals]
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Figure 4.49: Latitude-time section of zonally averaged (60-100E) anomalies from 3D
model using interactive SST when basic-state vertical motion (w ) = 0 Pals,

basic-state zonal winds at 850hPa (U'50hPa ) =c1imatology 850hPa July-mean zonal

winds, basic-state zonal winds at 200hPa (u200hPa ) =c1imatology 850hPa July-mean

zonal winds, and basic state meridional wind (v ) = O.

(a) - R(P,-P,) *D *"£"'C asst') (b) _ R(P,-P.) *D * osst'
2P, 3 ay ay' 2P, 4 oy'

(c) - R(P,-P,) *{D *"£"'C asst') + D * asst'}.
2P, 3 ay ay 4 ay
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